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Editor’s note
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t seems that the RV sector is experiencing
one of its happiest times ever: the view of
the market is positive in Europe and America,
as confirmed by sales data for the first months
of 2017. In the US, January-August registrations have exceeded 334,000 units, up 15.1%
over the same period last year, which itself
achieved a strong annual total of 430,691
registrations. In Europe, the summer season
ended very positively: the UK’s NEC show in
October achieved record attendance with over
101,000 visitors; the Paris Le Bourget show
grew by 3% (to 98,378) and, in Italy, the
Antonio Mazzucchelli
Editor in Chief
Salone del Camper increased attendance by
4.3% (132,000). Obviously, the most impressive numbers come from Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, which recorded
232,000 visitors this year. Sales in Germany reflected the market trend
with 39,455 motorhome registrations (up 16.2%) from September 2016
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to August 2017. Total sales, including caravan registrations, were 61,461
(+ 13.8%). The sales trend is also positive in other European countries, at
least for caravan registrations: for the period from September 2016 to
August 2017, sales grew in France by 9% (20,738 vehicles), in Sweden by
17.7 % (6,104 vehicles), 16% in Italy (4,862 vehicles), and in Spain by
44,2% (3,633 vehicles). The numbers for the UK also look very positive
where, as usual, caravan registrations (25,258 units, + 13.9%) exceeded
the motorhomes (13,619 vehicles, + 16.7%). Generally, analyzing data
from September 2016 to August 2017, sales are reassuring: 78,711 caravans (+ 7%) and 107,162 motorhomes (+ 15.2%). There is a growing
interaction between America and Europe: many component manufacturers now cross the Atlantic in both directions. There's no lack of innovation for the products and the future shows a glimpse of some even more
intriguing scenarios. In Europe, the public's interest for the van sector is
growing, while for traditional motorcaravans, lighter weights are still a key
focus, and there is already interest in fully electric RVs and self-driven cars.
And China? At the moment China is just looking at all this but.... anything
may change in a short while.
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News
Furrion lands in Europe
e had our stand-alone booth at the Caravan Salon (DE)
and Birmingham NEC (UK) this year to showcase our
luxuriously designed and perfectly engineered range. We know
that European end users and OEMs appreciate products that combine the best in technology advancements with clean and modern
designs” - says Matt Fidler, Furrion Co-founder & Chief Marketing
Officer - ”We have decided to dedicate our commitment and
resources to develop our presence in the European market. It can
be said that our participation at the Caravan Salon is the beginning of this new challenge”. It has been an exciting year for
Furrion with the launch of their concept vehicle Elysium which was
showcased in Louisville. Elysium is a fully operational luxury home
on wheels, complete with state-of-the art Furrion electronics:
three large screen 75′ HDTVs, infotainment systems, cameras and
electronic fireplace. The kitchen includes an induction cooktop,
convection microwave, dishwasher, refrigerator, oven and a wine
fridge. In the upper deck, a terrace above the roof houses a small
sofa, comfortable Jacuzzi hot tub and a real Robinson R22 helicop-
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ter parked on a retractable helipad that can be lowered above the
master bedroom during transport. In May Furrion unveiled its
Innovation Center and Institute of Technology (ICIT) which serves
as its US headquarters. The 35,000 square foot center sits on eight
acres and features the latest in technology from biometric security entry to a complete solar array on the roof. The building hosts
executive, sales and marketing, customer care, design, R&D, robotics and product testing staff. A 12,000 square foot showroom
showcases Furrion’s latest products for mobile living, the home
and for business. The opening of the ICIT also marked the first
time Furrion Robotic’s Prosthesis, the world’s first exo-bionic racing
mech shown in motion. Prosthesis is a responsive, stable and
powerful human-controlled exo-bionic platform that amplifies the
motions of the pilot. It is the first machine of its kind, ushering in
a new era of large scale, high-performance mech technology. It
represents a departure from conventional, human scale exo-bionics, integrating off-road racing technology with industrial motion
control to produce an entirely new breed of machine.

Lunar Caravans acquires Wellhouse Leisure
ellhouse Leisure has been acquired by Lunar Caravans, one of the
UK’s leading caravan and motorhome manufacturers, to form a
new business venture, Lunar Campers Limited. Since Wellhouse Leisure
was founded 15 years ago, it has become one of the UK’s most successful campervan manufacturers with a range of award-winning models,
such as the Hyundai i800 and the Ford Terrier, offering value for money
and high quality.The collaboration with Lunar will create a new business
venture, Lunar Campers Limited, and means Wellhouse Leisure will receive valuable investment to develop new camper models. Demand for new
Wellhouse Terrier models has outgrown the current capacity at
Wellhouse Leisure’s factory in Skelmanthorpe, near Huddersfield, so production will move to Lunar’s factory in Preston in late 2017. This will enable production of new Wellhouse Terrier campervans to almost double to
400 or more per year, and enable exports to Lunar’s continental dealer
network. The Wellhouse Ford Terrier by Lunar Campers makes its official
European launch on the Lunar Caravans stand at Europe’s largest caravan and motorhome show, the Caravan Salon in Dusseldorf, Germany
from 26 August to 3 September.
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David Elliott, the Managing Director of Wellhouse Leisure, who
becomes the Sales Director of Lunar Campers said: “I am extremely excited by this opportunity to work with Lunar and build on the success of
our campers. Lunar already has lots of experience of building smaller
campers and Wellhouse Leisure and Lunar Caravans have a great synergy together, so this is a valuable opportunity for us to develop Lunar
Campers as the leading campervan producer not just in the UK, but all
of Europe.”
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Brian Mellor, CEO of Lunar Holdings said: “Adding campervans to
our range of caravans and motorhomes is an exciting next step for Lunar,
and we really recognise the hard work Wellhouse Leisure has put in to
developing its Ford Terrier. The design, high quality and value for money
of the Wellhouse product is a perfect match for Lunar and we are enjoying working together making plans for a Stellar future of Lunar
Campers.”

News
Trigano closes 2016/2017 with 1.7 Billion
Euros sales (+29.6%)

Dometic report on the 3rd quarter 2017

rigano has strengthened its positions in the European RV market and has recorded €394.0M turnover in the fourth quarter,
up 38.0%. Motorhomes (+51.8%) and caravan (+39.8%) sales
benefited from the increase in production capacities which allowed
to satisfy orders of the season ending and to deliver the first exhibition vehicles of the new season. Deliveries of static caravans
(+10.9%) and accessories for leisure vehicles (+3.0%) remained
well-oriented. Leisure equipment activity benefited from the high
level of demand and improved in all segments (trailers +7.5%, garden equipment +14.8% and camping equipment +29.0%).
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In 2016/2017, Trigano pursued its growth: sales exceeded
1.7 Billion Euros
Trigano again outperformed the European motorhome market
with sales up 28.2% at constant perimeter (36.2% integrating the
takeover of Auto-Sleepers). Caravan sales benefited from the positive momentum of the market and show growth of 13.7 % at constant perimeter (+35.9% integrating the takeover of AutoSleepers´ retail activity). Sales of accessories for leisure vehicles
remained stable (+2.2%). Static caravan activity performed well
with a growth of 32.9% over the financial year. Trailers sales were
up 7.4% in 2016/2017 (7.1% at constant perimeter). Camping
equipment (+9.6%) and garden equipment (+4.7%) activities profited from favourable climatic conditions at the season peak.
Perspectives
The increase in sales to private customers during the first national
shows substantiates the favourable feedback given by the distribution networks to Trigano´s new ranges of leisure vehicles. The high
level of order backlogs, supported by the confirmation of the good
performance of European motorhome markets, allow considering
growth in sales for the financial year 2017/2018. The integration
of recent acquisitions: Hubière (turnover of 9 M€), French trailers
manufacturer acquired in July 2017; Michael Jordan (turnover of
10 M£), British dealership of motorhomes and caravans acquired
in September 2017 which will join the Marquis distribution network, and especially Adria shall allow Trigano to generate many
synergies.

emand for Dometic’s products remained high in all regions,
with strong sales in the quarter. Total growth was 8 percent,
of which 11 percent was organic. The EBIT margin improved compared to the previous year, despite some headwind from product
mix, currency effects and raw material prices. – says Roger
Johansson, Dometic President and CEO – During the quarter, we
suffered from production disruptions caused by Hurricane Irma in
Florida and the typhoon in China, with a total estimated effect on
operating profit of about SEK 10 million. Americas concluded yet
a good quarter with organic growth of 15 percent. The favorable
market conditions remained intact and demand was particularly
high within the RVOEM business. EMEA’s sales growth was mainly driven by our OEM businesses. Sales in APAC were strong, with
organic growth of 15 percent.We participated in a large number
of events during the quarter. In August, the world’s largest RV
trade fair in Düsseldorf saw a record number of visitors, of which
about 30 percent were first time visitors. In September, the RV
Open House week in Elkhart generated strong traction among
OEMs, distributors and suppliers. We continue to have a high pace
in innovation, and our strong financial position with historically low
leverage of 1.3x means that we are well positioned to pursue strategic acquisitions. With a well-defined set of initiatives to drive profitability, we remain committed to our financial targets and the
outlook for our businesses remains unchanged.”
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Third Quarter
Net sales for the quarter totaled SEK 3,399 million (3,142); an
increase of 8%, of which 11% was organic growth.
Operating profit (EBIT) before items affecting comparability
amounted to SEK 482 million (426), representing a margin of
14.2% (13.6%), including SEK 12 million relating to US class
action legal costs.
Operating profit (EBIT) amounted to SEK 648 million (426).
Cash flow for the period totaled SEK 610 million (423). Operating
cash flow totaled SEK 667 million (535).
Profit for the second quarter was SEK 448 million (311).
Earnings per share: SEK 1.51 (1.05).

Erwin Hymer Group North America, Inc. celebrates Grand Opening in Cambridge, Canada
rwin Hymer Group North America, (EHGNA) Inc. the leading class B manufacturer in North America celebrated a
grand opening of a second manufacturing facility on Reuter Drive in Cambridge. EHGNA welcomed over 600
guests and in attendance were several MP’s and dignitaries as well as EHG Germany supervisory board, partners and
owners Carolin and Christian Hymer. Martin Brandt, CEO of Erwin Hymer Group stated “Welcoming you all to the
grand opening of our new factory today is an important day for Erwin Hymer Group North America and for Erwin
Hymer Group in total. With our new site here, we are able to install the capacity we need to fulfill the market requirements we have created in the last months. Mr. Brandt goes on to say “The overall business plan which we developed together a year and a half ago has been overachieved. A highlight is also the work relationship that EHGNA has
with its suppliers in the region. 80% of the parts come from this region here. We are creating jobs not only in this
factory but jobs in this region.”
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News
Rapido group announces the aquisition of WildAx Motorhomes and Stylevan
apido Group a major player in the European market of recreational vehicles, continues its dynamic growth and announces the
acquisition of the companies WildAx Motorhomes and Stylevan. This
acquisition allows Rapido Group to strengthen its presence in key
European markets. Rapido Group has already industrial operations in
France, Germany, Italy and now Great Britain, an essential country in
the universe of recreational vehicles. WildAx Motorhomes is a British
manufacturer of panel vans located in Elland, Great Britain. The company started twelve years ago and manufactures about a hundred and
fifty panel vans per year. Member of the NCC association, WildAx
Motorhomes received many awards for its innovative and quality pro-
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ducts. Duncan Wildman who started the company in 2006, now joins
the Rapido Group and remains as Managing Director of WildAx.
Stylevan is a van manufacturer located in Bourgogne. Stylevan has
been designing and manufacturing equipped vans for more than 35
years. Alexis Nollet, who has been the owner of Stylevan for 7 years,
will continue to lead the company during the transition. Pierre and
Nicolas Rousseau expressed their enthusiasm following the purchase.
“This acquisition will strengthen the Rapido Group’s expertise in the
van sector. The position of the Stylevan brand is perfectly aligned with
the other brands in our Group. We are going to develop a network of
distributors and thus promote the development of the Stylevan
brand.”

News
LCI Industries reaches $2 billion in revenue

CI Industries (NYSE: LCII) consolidated net sales for the third
quarter of 2017 of $555 million, 35 percent higher than the
2016 third quarter net sales of $412 million. Net income was $32.1
million, or $1.26 per diluted share, for the third quarter ended
September 30, 2017, compared to net income of $29.8 million, or
$1.19 per diluted share, for the third quarter ended September 30,
2016. The increase in year-over-year net sales reflects industry-wide
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growth in wholesale shipments of towable and motorized RVs by
OEMs, which increased 26 percent and 13 percent, respectively, in
the third quarter of 2017, enhanced by solid growth in content per
unit and acquisitions. Net sales from acquisitions completed by the
Company over the twelve months ended September 30, 2017 contributed $24 million in the third quarter of 2017. The organic growth
rate was 29 percent for the third quarter and acquisitions provided
the remainder of the 35 percent increase. Through continued focus
on aftermarket channels for the Company's products, the Company
increased net sales to the aftermarket in the third quarter of 2017 by
34 percent to $49 million. The Company's content per travel trailer
and fifth-wheel RV for the twelve months ended September 30,
2017, increased $147 to $3,172, compared to the twelve months
ended September 30, 2016, of $3,025. This is the largest increase in
seven quarters for travel trailer and fifth-wheel RV content. The
Company's content per motorhome RV for the twelve months
ended September 30, 2017, increased $195 to $2,152, compared to
the twelve months ended September 30, 2016, of $1,957. "Our
operating profit in the third quarter of 2017 improved 6 percent to
$47.9 million," said Scott Mereness, LCI's President. Jason Lippert
concluded, "For the first time in the Company's history, we have reached $2 billion in revenue for the last twelve months, just four years
from achieving $1 billion."

Erwin Hymer Group achieves record turnover of € 2.1 billion
he Erwin Hymer Group was Europe’s leading motorhome and caravan manufacturing company in the 2016/217 financial
year. In total, the Group managed to increase its recreational vehicle sales by 38 per cent
compared to the previous financial year. By
way of comparison: over the same period,
the number of vehicles registered in Europe
went up by almost 10 per cent. With 55,000
vehicles sold, the Erwin Hymer Group achieved a total turnover of around 2.1 billion
euros. The Group’s motorhomes, caravans
and accessories are manufactured at twelve
production sites. Around 6,000 people work
for the Erwin Hymer Group and its companies. The Group’s recreational vehicles and its
accessories are sold through a network of
1,270 partner specialist retailers. With its 22
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brands, the Erwin Hymer Group offers a
comprehensive product and services portfolio. The Group is already well-established in
Europe. Its market share has increased further and is now around 20 per cent in the
caravan segment and 27 per cent in the
motorhome and camper van segment. The
company is now focusing particularly on
North America and Asia. With the acquisition
of Roadtrek, the Group entered the North
American market in 2016. The next step will
be the local launch of the brands Hymer,
Carado and Sunlight. The Erwin Hymer
Group also believes that Asia offers major
potential. It is already the biggest exporter of
recreational vehicles to Japan and South
Korea today. The long-term plan for China is
to manufacture locally with local partners.

With the acquisition of the British Explorer
Group and its brands in February 2017, the
company has acted with foresight, already
preparing for the time after Brexit.

Truma appoints Alexander Wottrich as Technical CEO
Alexander Wottrich will take over the
position of Truma Technical CEO from
1 January 2018. This means he will be
heading Research & Development and
Supply Chain Management. In addition, he will continue as Managing
Director of the Truma Group. On 31
December 2017 Frank Oster will be
leaving the company for personal reasons. After heading SCM from 2011,
he has been Technical CEO at Truma
since 2013. As before, Robert Strauß
will still be our Commercial Managing
Director. “I’d like to pick up where
Frank Oster left off and continue his
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highly successful work as he might
have wanted to. This will mean pursuing a clear line with a focus on our
strategic business objectives, i.e. innovation, quality, internationalization
and brand awareness. I am looking
forward to this exciting challenge, and
I am pleased to shape the future of
Truma.” Alexander Wottrich continues: “We are sorry to see Frank Oster
go and would like to thank him very
much for his outstanding dedication
over the past six years. Showing excellent technical expertise and great personal commitment, he has successful-

ly implemented important changes
within our company, advanced our
digital transformation and given
Truma a more international focus.
We’d like to wish Frank Oster all the
best, both personally and for his future career.” Alexander Wottrich has a
degree in mechanical engineering and
a Master’s degree in family entrepreneurship. He is 34 years old and has
gathered valuable experience as
Managing Director in the Truma
Group and, prior to that, at Hilti and
therefore both within and outside the
family-run business.

News
Trigano announces the acquisition of 85% of Adria Group
rigano announces the acquisition of 85% of the capital of
the Protej d.o.o company, owner of Adria Group. The remaining 15% will be retained by the management staff of Adria and
may be acquired by Trigano in the next few years. Introduced in
1965, Adria is a uniformly established brand on the overall
European market of leisure vehicles. The company designs and
manufactures motorhomes, caravans and static caravans in
Slovenia. The group is profitable (current operating profit similar
to Trigano), employs around 1,700 people and achieved a turnover of M€ 355 in 2016. This acquisition shall generate strong
synergies (purchasing, industrial and commercial). It is part of
Trigano’s strategy of development through external growth in
the fields of leisure vehicles, accessories for leisure vehicles and
trailers. Financing of this acquisition is ensured by specific credit
facilities granted by Trigano’s banking pool.
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Pilote Group acquires Danbury Motorcaravans Ltd.
ilote Group is continuing its expansion plans and announces
the acquisition of Danbury Motorcaravans Ltd. Based in
United Kingdom in Bristol, the company has been founded over
20 years ago by two brothers, Chris and Jason Jones, passionate
about cars and the campervan industry. They started the company by importing New Classic VW Beetles for the UK market and
started in 1997 to convert the world famous VW T2 imported
from Brazil. Danbury brand was created in the 1960s and is one
of the original three UK brands which started the whole VW
Campervan revolution. They have progressively developed their
product range and are now offering a full range of product conversions based on the VW T6, Ford Transit, and still keeping the
history of the VW T2 alive, which brought success to Danbury.
With this acquisition Pilote Group intends to continue its active
growth and development in United Kingdom and reinforce its
competitive position in the fast-growing small to medium size
Campervan Market in Europe. Pilote Group will work closely with
the existing team in place to develop the business.
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Pilote Group and Hunan Leopaard Motors together in China
ilote Group (GP SAS) and Hunan Leopaard Motors Co. Ltd announce that they have signed a Joint Venture Agreement on September
28, 2017. The company HUNAN RV PILOTE CO. LTD is born. With
15.000 recreational vehicles (RV) produced in China and a few hundreds
imported from Europe, the Chinese RV market is just at its very early
stage, but is growing fast. Pilote and Leopaard believe strongly that the
growth will accelerate in the next few years, thanks to the support of
central government of People’s Republic of China to develop leisure
time and tourism of chinese people in China. They have decided to joint
their forces and know-how to create a parity Joint-Venture company
Hunan Pilote Co. Ltd. The purpose of this JV is to produce RV in China
destinated to the chinese market, sold under Pilote brand name, and
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trading of RV built in Europe Pilote factories. This JV is located in
Changsha, Hunan province. The Board of Directors will be constituted
of 4 people: Mr Zhong Xinnong (Chairman), Mr Yan Lixin, Mrs MarieDanièle Padiou and Mr Claude Morio. Mr Alexandre Hong, french based
in China, will be the General Manager of the JV. Hunan Leopaard Motor
Co. Ltd is a state-owned company, automotive industry, growing strongly, and building especially SUVs like CS9 and CS10. Leopaard will produce more than 130,000 units in 2017 with a turnover of 12 Billion
RMB and a headcount of 6900 team members. Leopaard owns 4 production sites, 2 R&D centers and operates through a national network
of 400 tier 1 dealers and 1200 tier-2 dealers. Selected dealers will be selling the RVs produced by the JV and will manage after sales.

News
Tecnoform is looking forward in Roberto's memory
ecnoform attended the Caravan Salon 2017 without its CEO,
Roberto Kerkoc, passed away on the 1st of August 2017.
“Roberto leaves a great void from a human and professional viewpoint. With his remarkable human and professional approach, he
dedicated his life to the progress of Tecnoform SpA, the family-run
business founded by our father in 1965, and has been a protagonist
of the strategic choices leading to its relaunch over the past five
years” said Renzo Kerkoc, the new Tecnoform CEO. “Our family, the
executive team and all employees wish to pay tribute to Roberto by
working with dedication and enthusiasm to Tecnoform’s projects
underway and future plans in order to consolidate the position of the
company which Roberto so prominently contributed to achieve.”
Tecnoform contributed to some of the most relevant projects presented in the last edition of Caravan Salon.
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Hymer Duo Car
Hymer AG has produced this vehicle intended for couples who buy a
van. The result is a vehicle designed for two passengers with a highly
innovative layout. Its interiors are designed and produced by
Tecnoform. It is worth mentioning in particular the new kitchen unit,
original in terms of shape and flexibility of surfaces, with hanging concave panels and stylish decors. Duo Car is a forward-looking vehicle
for the present day which will definitely make the headlines.
Adria Van Kitchen Unit
Tecnoform has followed the industrialisation and construction of kitchens designed by Adria on the new Van ranges. An extremely streamlined and stylistically balanced concept, which results in modules
that become one of the characterising elements of interior furnishing.
The combination of basic colours such as black and white, and the

careful matching of decors and valuable inserts, contribute to creating
a modern and stylish environment.
LCI Europe Smart Caravan
The interiors of the Smart Caravan project, presented by LCI Europe
during this exhibition to underscore and promote the use of slideouts, have been fully designed and produced by Tecnoform. We
immediately took on the challenge of designing an “unconventional”
caravan for the European market because we are interested in exploring new avenues and accruing new experiences, especially in cuttingedge projects with a potential impact on the future of the RV sector.

North America goes to Louisville
he 2017 National RV Trade Show, scheduled for November 27-30
at the Kentucky Exposition Center in Louisville, KY., will feature
over one million square feet of exhibit space filled with all the top
manufacturer and supplier brands in the RV industry. Beyond being
able to connect and engage with key industry stakeholders, this year’s show will be bigger and better than ever before with new outdoor industry exhibitors from verticals including camping and lifestyle
accessory brands. “The entire RV industry has come together to support the National RV Trade Show,” said Liz Crawford, RVIA Senior VP
of Trade Shows and Events. “Dealer attendees will be able to check
out the full line of products from all the top brands in the market in
one place. Being able to comparison shop what’s best for their local
and regional consumers, will help dealers sell more RVs.” Attendees
will be able to visit over 300 exhibitor booths featuring products including Motorhomes Travel Trailers, Campers, Park Models, RV Parts &
Accessories and more!

T

Aboutcamp BtoB will be at the Louisville show. If you want to get in touch with us, please contact:
Antonio Mazzucchelli, Ph. +39 3355338977, e-mail: direttore@aboutcamp.eu
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Special

RVING IN ITALY

Italian style
A split on the "Belpaese", which has a long tradition in the use of motorhomes and caravans and where,
finally, there are signs of market recovery.
Words Gianni Picilli*
*President of Confedercampeggio (Italian camper clubs federation) and director of the magazine “Camp”
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se of economic issues, in lack of a single and
clear regulation and because of too many
legal disputes, the number of registrations
dropped in the part years to 3-4,000 vehicles
per year, even though the trend appears to be
reversing. This is also why over 30% of vehicles on the road (year 2015: 87,333) is over
20 years old out of a total number of vehicles
on the road of 281,687 recreational vehicles.
Probably the economic reasons and the
disputes of the past decade on the driving

RV sales in Italy
2016
Change 2015 - 2016

ITALY

n 2017 open air tourism in Italy marks its
85th anniversary (its forebear was Luigi
Bergera, later co-founder of the F.I.C.C. Fédération Internationale de Camping,
Caravanning et Autocaravaning in 1933 and
Confedercampeggio in 1950). The movement started in the name of tent and caravan
and initially it was reserved only for the very
wealthy. Over time open air tourism adapted
to the way society was evolving, thus starting
in the Eighties it gradually focused less and
less on tents and more and more on motor
caravans. If truth be told, the development
and habits of Italian campers were such that
“caravans” were mostly confined to trailer
parks to the advantage of motorcaravans and
to the detriment of tents. Today, probably
due to the financial crisis, the Country somehow underwent a true revolution. Tents, in
new shapes and sizes, are back on trend,
especially among young travellers, if they are
already fully fitted. Caravans are no longer
manufactured in the Country, but imported
in a very small number: about 1,000
units/year. Nevertheless, the number of vehicles on the road is particularly remarkable and
in 2016 counts with as many as 189,599
units, of which only 30,000 circa (as at 2016)
are less than 20 years old. Motorcaravans,
after years of glory and after spreading everywhere (an average of 12-15,000 vehicles per
year between 2000 and 2008), today, becau-

and parking regulations on motorcaravans
pushed a steadily and slightly - at least since
2008 - growing number of people towards
vehicles with length of approximately 6.00 m,
very easy to handle and fitted with a smaller,
yet adequate, number of accessories: the
panel vans. Also in Italy over the past 8-10
years the “van” market moved from 7% to
about 17% of total produced and registered
vehicles. After all there must be a market
rationale if some foreign manufacturers have

4.262
+13.9%

979
-24%

The biggest Italian manufacturers
Laika

t is perhaps the most famous Italian motorhomes’ brand, which has managed to combine prestigious products with high market shares. One of the
first Italian companies building camping vehicles, Laika started its business in
1964 with caravan production, immediately showing the innovative spirit that
would animate the company over the following years. In 1977 the first
motorhome was released, which in Italy was a rarity at the time: we are talking of Motorpolo line, high-end vehicles featuring style and innovation,
which laid the foundations for future production. Besides, Laika has been
always characterized by top quality assistance services. In 2000 Hymer group
(now Erwin Hymer Group) purchased 70 % of Laika shares and then purchased the whole block of shares shortly afterwards. Joining the German giant,
allowed the creation of a new, large, cutting-edge factory, inaugurated two
years ago in San Casciano Val di Pesa (Florence).

I

Mobilvetta

orn in 1975 based on a previous experience in the furniture industry,
Mobilvetta has always been strictly focused on furnishings quality and
design as a whole. This feature is reiterated by the products launched in recent
seasons, for example the brand new, avant-garde design- emblematic K-Yacht
Tekno Design motorhome. Along with Elnagh and McLouis, Mobilvetta has
been a SEA group’s member for some years, which is now controlled by
Trigano. Production is mainly focused on mid-high end market: the group’s
catalogue especially includes motorhomes an low profiles as well as a few
overcabs.

B

Arca

n historic brand, well known by caravanning enthusiasts: born in 1961,
Arca was the first Italian company to
launch on the market a mass-produced
motorhome in the early 1960s. This decidedly resourceful company successfully
introduced innovative vehicles with sophisticated design, thus gaining significant
market shares. After several flourishing
years, ARCA experienced a crisis that
compelled it to join Trigano group in
2001. Today, the company is essentially
focused on domestic market and it is one
of the few Italian brands exclusively involved in the high-end market. The products
range has been deeply renewed for a
couple of seasons, heavily focusing on
body design and quality.

A

Etrusco

very young brand, born in 2016 out of
the marriage between one of the major
Italian companies in the industry (Laika) and
the German giant Erwin Hymer Group. It is
in fact in the new Laika factory (a Hymercontrolled brand for some years now) that
Etrusco models are produced, strictly according to parent company’s directions. Both
body and housing solutions are derived
directly from Carado and Sunlight production, but interiors significantly change
thanks to exquisite Italian-style furniture.
Etrusco line features few models only but
includes both mid-range low profiles and
motorhomes.

A

P.L.A.

.L.A., an acronym for founder’s
name, Pier Luigi Alinari, is a joint venture company founded in February 2010
in the so-called "Italian Caravan Valley "
district, located in the heart of Tuscany.
The company resulted from Pier Luigi
Alinari’s passion and over forty years’
experience (see Caravans International
and McLouis), who few months ago sold
its business to Rapido group. Production
line includes several types of camper,
both entry level and mid-range. Yes
Camper and Giottiline are brands associated to P.L.A. , the latter purchased
after bankruptcy-related crisis.

P
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CI

long with Roller Team, CI is one of the two Trigano Spa brands and one of
the main productive Italian businesses (its market share is around 20%) as
well as a direct spin-off from Trigano group (its purchase dates back to 1999).
Behind CI acronym we find the memory of Caravans International, the company that mostly contributed to motorhomes spread in Italy, with a massive production of motorized vehicles since the mid Eighties, fully embracing the idea of
a cheap overcab, easily accessible to the large public. CI then has widened its
products line and today entry level vehicles are flanked by mid-range overcabs,
low-profiles and motorhomes. Current models are characterized by excellent
standard equipment. Besides the most traditional motorhomes, CI’s catalogue
features even several vans: the Tuscan company was one the first companies in
the industry to believe and invest in mass produced motorhome van and today
it has become a pretty large producer of this type of vehicle

A

Roller Team

quite young brand, Roller Team was born in 2000 out of a historic Italian
brand in the industry (former Roller) and today is the second Trigano Spa
company (in some respects, even the largest national company), along with CI
which it shares the assembly lines and basic features of the various models
with, although different for some graphic solutions and design. It is therefore
a strong Trigano group’s brand focused on mid-market (overcabs, low profiles
and motorhome), but its catalogue includes also some entry level product, like
Auto-Roller. Van production is quite remarkable:CI and Roller Team are the two
top selling companies in Italy’s industry segment, with a market share of
around 25%.

A

Rimor
un for over thirty years by its founder,
the proactive entrepreneur Luano
Niccolai (passed away a few years ago),
Rimor was established at the beginning of
1978 and became a leader in the domestic market thanks to its sound and reliable products, with excellent price-performance ratio, ranging from cheap to midhigh end motorhomes. Although today its
market share in Italy has dropped below
5%, Rimor keep obtaining very interesting
results in French and German markets. Its
products line includes overcabs and low
profiles, plus a couple of vans, ranging
from entry level to mid-range vehicles.
Rimor has always tried to differentiate its
vehicles supply: after doing business with
Ford for many years, now it produces both
on Fiat and Renault’s bases. Rimor has
recently joined Trigano group.

R
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Elnagh
istoric Italian VRs sector’s brand, Elnagh
started its business in the caravans sector during the Sixties. Along with
Mobilvetta, it constituted the original SEA
group’s nucleus, which recently has joined
Trigano group. Elnagh is the only Italian
company in the industry whose history is
bound to the city of Milan, although a few
years ago its factory was moved to Tuscany,
along with other group brands. Elnagh has
built both caravans and motorhomes for a
long time, then left the habitable trailers
sector. Today it produces overcabs, low profiles and motorhomes, focusing on midmarket.

H

McLOUIS

ounded by Pierluigi Alinari in 1999,
thanks to its generalist products’ outstanding
price-performance
ratio,
McLouis has immediately been largely
welcomed by the public. After a while
(2001) the company came under SEA
Group’s control (along with Elnagh and
Mobilvetta), and shared its lot, becoming
an integral part of Trigano group. Today
McLouis keeps good market shares and is
still focused on the mid and mid-low market, but it has widened its products
range, which now includes low profiles,
overcabs and even motorhomes.

F

Blucamp

Born in 2000 with the purpose of bulding products for Blurent rental network,
Blucamp is in turn structured as a sales network to the general public, albeit with a
smaller scope. Vehicles included in their catalogue are derived from Rimor production.

Wingamm

Historic Italian company (born out from Turri&Boari experience), has an extremely limited but uber quality production (mostly export-oriented). Wingamm offers a very peculiar product: low profile with fiberglass monocoque. Excellent design and top level building technique characterize the few models included in the catalogue.

XGO

It is a Rimor-related brand (Trigano group), establisehd years ago and recently launched
on the Italian market (from which it had disappeared for a while) with the aim of creating a new category of low cost motorhomes. New models, in fact, are around 40,000
euro; we find both low profiles and overcabs built on Fiat Ducato bases.

opened dedicated plants in the Country to
manufacture their vans. Many of the interviewed readers who own a van stated to have
chosen that type of purchase (a good percentage had already experimented with coachbuilt and low-profile vehicles) not just because it incurs less management and maintenance costs, but also because it's easier to park in
city centres without wreaking havoc among
traffic
wardens.
A
survey
among
Confedercampeggio members showed that
93.4% of them own a motorcaravan, while
the remaining 6.6% uses a caravan. Breaking
down the number by categories, 53.3% prefer coach-built/motorhomes; 23,4% low profile vehicles, while the remaining 23.3% prefer camper vans. Considering that between
2005 and 2007 low profile production ranged between 37.4% and 39.5%, then it may
be derived that in the past eight years the
preference of our Members have changed,
since low profile purchases went down while
panel vans are slightly increasing. Without a

doubt the Italian recreation vehicles market
has changed for many years. Not only has the
ownership of single Italian brands changed,
not only were some Italian factories displaced
somewhere else in the Country (including
internal restructuring in terms of number of
operators), but also the preferences of Italian
customers changed as an effect of the crisis
and technical advancement. The world of
open air tourism is changing. People keep
going to campsites, but also and mostly in
trailer parks (a rather Italian thing). Campsites
are turning more and more into actual
“resorts”; of course people still sleep in
“tents”, better if already pitched and furnished at the campsites. “Mobilhomes”, more
and more evolved, equipped and fitted with
air conditioning systems, are a safe investments for campsites. Italian tourists are tired
of towing their caravans around and are
more and more partial to motorcaravans.
Those who prefer vans moved from approximately 8% in 2008 to about 17% in 2016

Newly registered Motorhomes in Italy 2016

both in Europe and Italy; “low profile” vans
are losing ground to the befit of vans, while
old coach-built models, so dear to our little
children and their mothers, is holding its
ground. In summary, it may be said that our
industry has gone through a very good streak
(Italy in particular) up to 2006-7, then it went
deep into a financial crisis between 2008 and
2015 (in Europe the crisis had stopped some
years prior). Now, in 2016 and 2017 there
were clear and unequivocal signs - finally pointing to a recovery. Sales and registrations
are on the rise, and recreational vehicles are
used more frequently. Italian campsites host
as many as 4,648,684 Italians (average stay
7.03 nights/year 2016) and as many as
4,613,032 foreigners (average stay 6.47
nights/year 2016); of them, according to
Ufficio Italiano Cambi, 1,431,000 came into
the Country with a “tent, trailer, caravan or
motorcaravan”. In Europe there are almost 6
million recreational vehicles (motorcaravans
and caravans) and every year over 150,000
(81,000 + 72,000) vehicles are registered; on
Italian roads there are 477,602 (ACI, 2015)
vehicles and almost 5,000 (4,000 +1,000) are
registered. Europe counts with over 30,000
campsites. Italy has almost 2,400 motorhome
parks (equipped or not) in Europe were not
officially surveyed. In Italy approximately
1,240 motorhome parks are run by municipal
authorities; 1,600 free or managed privately
and about 1,000 in holiday farms. A new
complaint: fees are constantly increasing. We
are the fifth European nation in terms of
manufacture and exports. Number in Italy are
also increasing and this is reason for hope in
the near future. But we will no going back to
2007 numbers (approx. 15000 motorhome
registrations). In Italy there are 80,000 motorcaravans that have been on the road for over
20 years; moreover, more than 100,000 caravans are severely outdated: the number is
impressive since those who travel rarely cross
path with a caravan bearing Italian plates.

Newly registered caravans in Italy 2016
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Interview with
Simone Niccolai
President of APC
Italian Caravans and Motorhomes Manufacturers Association
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

Aboutcamp BtoB: What action has the
APC taken to improve the image of
motorhomes and to promote this type
of holiday in Italy?
Simone Niccolai: The main mission of the
APC is promoting tourism and RV reception
facilities which, unfortunately, in our country
are still a long way from meeting European
standards. We have implemented several
measures in recent years, ranging from press
and TV advertising campaigns, to campaigns
to promote motorhome parking areas, such
as the “Bando ai Comuni del Turismo in
Libertà" which celebrates its 17th anniversary this year and with four municipalities
receiving awards for building rest areas. Last
but not least, it is worth mentioning the partnership that binds us to Fiere di Parma for
Salone del Camper implementation, the
second most popular European exhibition by
visitor numbers.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Based on production
and domestic sales, what is Italy’s situation today?
Simone Niccolai: In Italy, we have been witnessing a constant growth in motorhomes
and van registrations for some time. This
year has confirmed the current trend for
sales growth, which in October was +
18.5% compared to the previous year: all
bodes well for a strong recovery at the end
of 2017. With 85% of production being
exported, production has actually boosted
the recovery of companies in the industry,
which these days are mostly concentrated in
the so-called "Italian caravan valley" between Florence and Siena which employs
around 5,500 people.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Since the crisis, all
markets have grown, some considerably: why is Italy still falling behind?
Simone Niccolai: Even for our sector, the
reason for Italy’s position is the general difficulty of Government policy responding adequately to the general recovery, which it also
perceived in buyers and industries’ optimism
index. Consumer credit is still difficult to
obtain, so we can understand the difficulties
of trying to increase sales further in Italy.
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Aboutcamp BtoB: What were the reasons for the crisis? Can we can say we
have overcome them yet?
Simone Niccolai: Generally speaking, the
major world economic crisis have also contaminated our country. I think it will take some
time to overcome this crisis. However, even
if we look back on our market, we see that
the new and used market has never dropped
may be a sector that grows and develops
faster than others.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Compared to the
situation of overproduction in previous
years, we have now experienced a shortage of products: does this slow down
sales? How can we get out of this situation?
Simone Niccolai: Companies associated to
APC are moving quickly and making huge
investments to increase production to meet
the demand from Europe. However, some
did not pay attention to changes in demand
changes so were too late to increase production in time.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Unlike Germany,
France and Great Britain, in Italy we only
build motorhomes: caravan production
in Italy is negligible, and even sales are
extremely scarce. Is this acceptable?
Simone Niccolai: In this case, we must
speak of demand instead of production.
Unlike other countries, in Italy a caravan has
always been considered as a permanent
"second house" rather than for touring. This
has resulted in such low demand that investment in producing them is not feasible.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In terms of products,
until a few years ago, Italy was the land
of overcab motorhomes, while today
this type has become notably less popular. By contrast, the van market is growing, both in relation to Italian production and imports. Is this a temporary
situation or has market actually changed? And, if so, why?
Simone Niccolai: Well, regarding overcabs
vs lows profiles and vans, we may offer two
hypotheses: the decrease of family sizes

means they do no need so much space in
motorhomes, and because in many younger
families, a van is more practical and functional as it may replace the second car or even
be the family’s only vehicle.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Next year the two
national trade fairs in Italy will be held
in Parma: why have you made this choice?
Simone Niccolai: Yes, there will be two
national trade fairs in Italy. The first is the
"Salone del Camper" which is by the partnership with Fiere di Parma and the APC as
an international fair and is the second largest
trade fair in Europe after the Dusseldorf
Caravan Salon. The second is the "Tourism
& Outdoor, Camper, Destinations and Sport"
show, which is a unique event in Italy, and
has a different emphasis as it is dedicated to
tourism, outdoor sports, recreational vehicles
and all accessories used for these.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Will local, regional
trade fairs still make sense after the
start of the second national fair in
February?
Simone Niccolai: We can only talk about
the "Tourism & Outdoor" show which the
APC considers as a crucial spring-time opportunity for sport, tourism and motorhome
lovers as it brings these three worlds together with a common interest. Let’s not forget
that about 40% of visitors to the Salone del
Camper show do not own a recreational
vehicle, but claim that they participate in
sports and seek sustainable tourism.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How important is the
rental market in Italy?
Simone Niccolai: Rental is a growing phenomenon and data at the end of 2016
shows it has grown by +19% compared to
the previous year. This trend also seems to be
confirmed for 2017, reflecting a strong preference towards using this option, which has
also been seen in other sectors. Besides, this
trend is important because it gives new users
the opportunity to try this type of holiday
and hopefully consider buying a motorhome
in the future.

Landesmesse Stuttgart GmbH - Messepiazza 1 - 70629 Stuttgart - Germany
Ph. +49 711 18560-2730 - Fax: +49 711 18560-1730 - Web: www.messe-stuttgart.de

CMT 2018: 50th anniversary

The grand opening of the new Paul Horn Halle, 120,000 sqm, six halls dedicated to the
caravanning and campering sector, 1000 vehicles and 140 RV manufacturers: Messe
Stuttgart is planning the biggest CMT edition ever.
Words Enrico Bona

MT 2017, with over 235,000 visitors,
2,052 exhibitors from 93 countries
and more than 850 vehicles marked
yet a significant success. Messe Stuttgart is
setting an even more extraordinary edition
for the 50th anniversary and CMT 2018,
from January 13 to 21, will expand considerably its caravaning section by 10,000 sqm.
Since 1968, CMT has grown as the world's
largest consumer show for tourism and leisure and, now, also reaches a relevant interest for the world's RV industry. The 50th
anniversary will be the occasion to open the
new Paul Horn Halle and rising with it at an
overall surface up to 120,000 sqm. The caravaning section of CMT 2018 will be then
assigned of an entire new hall, filling a total
of six. CMT Team Manager Alexander Ege
says "The expansion of the overall hall capacity is happening at the perfect time for us.
Thanks to the additional surface area, we

C
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Contacts:
CMT Team Manager: Alexander Ege - alexander.ege@messe-stuttgart.de

can offer the visitors to our anniversary
event the biggest CMT ever. This year we will
have around 1000 recreational vehicles on
show”. The result of the significant increase
in available space is that many new brands
can enter themselves for the first time at
CMT as exhibitors. Among the newcomers,
CMT 2018 welcomes Eiler, Etrusco,
Falterladen, Flexebu, Herocamper, Indie
Camper,
Kompanja,
Lunar,
MAN,
Maxxcamp, MGM, Orange Camp, P.L.A.,
Quantis, Roadsurfer, Robeta, Roland Bauer,
Stema, Wavecamper, Xgo, Ziegler. The
"Camping/Caravaning" six halls will be themed. Hall 1, volume manufacturers will
showcase their new products. In the motorvehicle gallery, presentations will concentrate on the themes of caravaning and mobility

on holiday. Hall 2, Knaus Tabbert will
highlight the innovations of the various
brands. Hall 3, Manufacturers from the premium segment and other volume manufacturers will present themselves. Hall 5, trade
fair visitors will find hobby vehicles, as well
as more volume manufacturers and special
offers for newcomers. Hall 7, meeting place
for all camping bus and van fans. There will
also be a special area for bus camping equipment and modular equipment systems. Hall
9, complete range of accessories, as well as
attractive camping and parking site offers.
This year's caravaning partner region,
Trentino (Italy), will also be prominently presented at this location. On the gallery of the
L-Bank Forum (Hall 1) and in Hall 5, the visitors will also find a greatly expanded selec-

tion of offroad and expedition vehicles.
Specialist visitors will probably be interested
above all in the third RV site summit: Thanks
to this offer, the combination of caravaning
and tourism will take place not only in the
halls, but also in the seminar offers. From
15.00 on Monday, 15 January, tourism professionals and destination managers will
meet caravan enthusiasts to obtain firsthand information on the development of
motorhome parking sites. Successful examples from practice will be presented, and for
the first time the event will be accompanied
by an exhibition at which anyone interested
can make direct contact with accessory
manufacturers and planning offices. All
information on tickets is available at
www.messe-stuttgart.de/cmt.
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Lippert Components - 3501 County Road 6 East - Elkhart - Indiana 46514 - USA
Ph. +1 574-537-8900 - Web: www.lci1.com

All for ONE and ONE for all

At this year’s RVIA show in Louisville, Kentucky, Lippert Components (LCI) will be showcasing an entire offering of new products centered around its OneControl technology. New
for this year is OneControl ConnectAnywhere™.
Words Giorgio Carpi

here are several providers of “Smart
RV” systems in North America and
Europe. What separates Lippert
Components from the rest of these providers is that everything from the component
controllers, to the mobile applications, to
the user experience, is all developed and
manufactured in house by Lippert
Technologies in Sterling Heights Michigan.
LCI Technologies is the only RV technology
supplier designing and developing all solutions in-house and is the preeminent supplier of integrated RV control technologies
for essential RV features such as levelers,
slide-outs, lighting, HVAC, awnings, tank
monitoring and much more. As such, all products are designed to seamlessly integrate
with the OneControl architecture.
LCI’s OneControl® technology allows RVers
to control and access many of the coach’s
features, right from their smart device. The
OneControl Mobile Application connects the
RVers mobile device to their RV, allowing the
control of leveling systems, awnings, slideout mechanisms, bed lifts, generators,
HVAC systems, water tanks and multiple
lighting zones.

T
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OneControl has a family
OneControl Voice™
Adding OneControl Voice to your
Wireless or ConnectAnywhere system
allows the RVer to do an individual or
even a series of commands using their
voice. OneControl Voice brings the
same Amazon Alexa® functionality that
millions enjoy in their homes today to
your RV. Play music, find the nearest
dealership, look for the nearest state
park; just ask OneControl Voice.

OneControl View™
OneControl View is a different kind of
observation cameral system for your RV.
Instead of using a costly display to view
what’s in back of, or around your RV,
the OneControl View Camera communicates to your OneControl mobile app
and utilizes your own smart device as
the camera monitor. Get the most
advanced resolution at a fraction of the
cost of other backup camera systems.
Better resolution, more security, all on
your smart device.
OneControl Support™:
OneControl Support will revolutionize
the RV industry and make every manufacturer and dealer rethink how they
provide RV service.

Contacts:
Larry Revelino - lrevelino@lci1.com

OneControl ConnectAnywhere™
New for this year is OneControl
ConnectAnywhere™, allowing, for the first
time, RVers to use cellular connectivity with
their OneControl systems. Wireless networks
at campgrounds are not always the best, and
with every single camper trying to use these
networks at the same time, connectivity can
be
a
problem.
With
OneControl
ConnectAnywhere, this is no longer an issue.
Since ConnectAnywhere uses cellular technology, there is no more reliance on a bad wifi
network. ConnectAnywhere also allows the
RVer to connect and monitor their coach from
virtually anywhere in the world. There are
several scenarios where ConnectAnywhere
technology will come in handy for RVers.
Perhaps a storm is rolling in and the RV owner
can’t remember if they had brought their
awning in? Perhaps it is pitch black outside
and they want to turn their lights on before
they return to the RV? Perhaps It is a hot day
outside and they want their RV to be cooled by the time they arrive
to their campsite?All of these scenarios can be solved with
OneControl ConnectAnywhere.“Along with ConnectAnywhere will
be unveiling several other products in the OneControl family - says
Jarod Lippert, Lippert Components VP of Marketing & Public
Relations – Professionals will have to come by LCI’s booth, #261, to
find out what OneControl can provide. A new function of which we

are particularly proud is OneControl
Support that make manufacturers and
dealers rethink how they provide RV service. LCI reps will be providing a demo
and answering questions during their
“happy” hours on Tuesday and Wednesday of
the show from 2:00-4:00 PM.”

The European Smart Caravan experience
CI has developed a Smart Caravan concept, which made its
European debut at Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf (DE) and
showcased also at the Motorhome and Caravan Show in
Birmingham (UK). The Smart Caravan is a bespoke design to
showcase new ideas, technology and components from LCI that
are designed and available for European caravans, or motorhomes. It has no less than four slide-out sections to show how these
could be used for areas such as the kitchen, dinette, bedroom or
even a wardrobe in European caravans. These slide-outs create an
extra 2.5m² of living space without needing to tow a larger, heavier caravan. The slide-outs also enable new options for interior
layouts, as demonstrated by the Smart Caravan’s unconventional
interior designed by the premium Italian manufacturer,
Tecnoform. It shows new ways of designing, using and enjoying
living in a caravan. The slide-out sections have also been designed
so the caravan can still be used when they are closed. LCI Smart
Caravan is powered by the “LCI One Control” App and the new
Euro Levelling System designed for lighter European caravans and
motorhomes.

L

Jarod Lippert, Lippert Components VP of Marketing & Public Relations
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Carefree of Colorado - 2145 W. 6th Ave.Broomfield, Colorado - USA
Tel: +1 303-410-6290 - Web: www.carefreeofcolorado.com

A great fit for any caravan
Carefree of Colorado has been designing and manufacturing RV awnings for over 40 years.
With the RV industry showing no signs of slowing down, this is a welcome opportunity to
showcase Carefree’s innovative and expansive product line, RV Awnings and accessories for
whatever every type of RV. “We strive to make sure quality, value, performance and style
show through in everything that we do” they say at Carefree.
Words Giorgio Carpi

or 45 years, Carefree of Colorado has
focused on being an awning specialist, supplying the North American
recreation vehicle industry and international
caravan markets. This 100 percent focus on
awnings has brought many first-to-market
innovations to caravan builders. It has enabled Carefree to quickly react to current
trends with a comprehensive array of quality products that are versatile, intuitively easy
to use, and help improve the overall look of
any caravan. Today, Carefree continues to
relish this role in helping manufacturers
create a better caravan experience as it
enhances its relationship with manufactu-
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rers around the globe, with a particular
focus on Asia, Australia, Europe, New
Zealand and South Africa. Carefree helps
create a better caravan experience with
long-lasting, trouble-free components,
automated manufacturing and fabric welding technology. Carefree’s total focus on
awnings ensures products with a better fit
and finish as well as smooth, reliable operation. Carefree awnings also offer many
attractive features that add value for a wide
range of caravan types and price points.
Because designing and manufacturing
awning systems is all it does, Carefree is very
responsive in providing quick turn-arounds

for on-time delivery of custom as well as
non-custom applications. Carefree offers
more awning models to help meet the
needs and style of any caravan. Choices
include wall and roof mount options, vinyl
and acrylic fabrics, many fabric and hardware colors, and, for slide-outs, six mounting
options to accommodate many sizes and
configurations. In one way or another,
Carefree aims to make the awning experience a “wow factor” for the caravan customer.
Following are three products for international markets that fully encompass the four
concepts of quality, value, performance and
style that embody the Carefree brand.

Contact:
Marketing Manager: Jensen Huddleston - jhuddleston@carefreeofcolorado.com

Fiesta HD
Bedrock quality
Continuous improvement is the mantra of Carefree of Colorado,
even if that includes its best-selling manual awning — the Fiesta.
Fiesta awnings have traditionally featured the most durable
manual arm channels on the market, but the new Fiesta HD
(Heavy Duty) takes awning ruggedness to new heights with
enhanced stainless steel travel locks, remote locks and canopy
clamps — covered by an industry-first five-year warranty.

Freedom
Made to fit your style
Carefee’s Freedom awning is a tried and true caravan box
model that can be roof or wall mounted, either powered
or manual, with or without legs. With its smaller case, the
retracted Freedom hugs the side of the caravan for a clean
look. Support legs store neatly in the lead rail. And, if the
awning can’t be fully extended, its deployment can be
stopped at any point and the awning secured in a shorter
position. A telescopic crank handle makes it easy to operate the manual version. The power version also features
a manual crank as a backup.

Longitude
Value and performance on command
Maximum versatility in a lightweight, highly-featured, good-looking
package is what Carefee’s Longitude power awning delivers for a
very economical price. Carefree innovation is a highlight here, as
shorter arms give the manufacturer great flexibility for installation.
Other exclusive features include no less than six different pitch settings from steep to flat, and arms capable of being adjusted independently for maximum shade and water run-off. These adjustments can even be retracted with each arm in a different pitch
setting, while the awning retains those settings for the next deployment. The Longitude’s many features and options include
lightweight, enhanced arm channels, LED lighting and vinyl fabric
with several fabric protection choices. Its low-profile design helps
the Longitude blend attractively into the caravan sidewall, from
which it fully deploys in a single-switch operation. Carefree’s exclusive Bluetooth app allows users to operate the Longitude’s functions from their mobile devices for added appeal.
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THULE N.V. - Kortrijkstraat, 343 - 8930 Menen - Belgium
Ph. +3256528899 - Fax: +3256510205 Web: www.thule.com

Thule VeloSlide:
new garage-mounted bike rack
Thule's unique new product makes it easy to load e-bikes and others into the garage space
of a motorhome. Secure fixings combine with the efficient use of interior space whilst the
need for tools is eliminated.
Words Terry Owen

rguably the most popular accessory
for those with a motorhome is one or
more bicycles. Those with a garage in
their RV have a ready space to store the
bikes but getting them in and out and securing for transit can be a problem, especially
with the heavier e-bikes. Enter Thule's
VeloSlide, a neat solution for loading and
unloading. With a carrying capacity of up to
70kg this garage-mounted bike rack can
accommodate two e-bikes with ease. The
bikes can then be slid out using the one-handed, patented control by up to 1.5 metres
from either side of the garage. Automatic
locking is built in as standard. It's then a simple matter to lift the bikes on or off the
Thule VeloSlide. Access is excellent so two
people can easily lift heavier bikes. Once in
place the bikes are held firmly in position by
sturdy, secure bike and wheel holders the
latter having pump buckle straps. By holding
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Contacts:
infoRV@thule.com

the bikes in a vertical position the Thule
VeloSlide makes optimum use of vertical
space within the garage. The Thule VeloSlide
is optimised to make the best use of the
space within the garage whilst the bikes'
ideal position can be achieved without tools
and even while the bike is already attached
to the rack. The Thule VeloSlide mechanism
locks onto three small rails that run across
the floor of the garage. These allow the
Thule VeloSlide to move forward and aft
within the garage in order to make maximum use of the space available. When not
needed, the slide mechanism can be moved
to one side or completely detached, leaving
just the rails. To achieve strength, durability
and light weight all Thule's products use a
high grade aluminium alloy with many parts
being anodised. This produces an extremely
tough finish that will last for many years. To
prove the point all Thule's products are subjected to crash testing at an in-house facility
in Sweden. Testing also involves wear and
tear simulations, exposure to extreme heat,
cold, damp, sunlight and even harsh chemicals. These tests ensure a long life and maximum safety on the road. Only once they
have been successfully completed are the
products released to the market place - even
if this delays a planned launch.
Conclusion
The Thule VeloSlide is designed and built for
the ultimate in ease of use and convenience.
It's the perfect solution for those who want
to carry their bikes in a safe and secure manner whist keeping them out of the weather.
It means you don't have to extend the length
of your RV with an external rack at the back.
The Thule VeloSlide's strong but lightweight
construction should give many years of trouble free service and it can be easily transferred to another vehicle when needed.

Company Profile
hule was established in Sweden in 1942 and is still headquartered there.
Three years ago the company began a strategic shift to become totally
focussed on consumer products. To achieve this some non-core parts of the
business have been hived off and new acquisitions made. As a result the Thule
Group is now global leader in cargo carriers for automobiles, with approximately 50% of the market. It is also a leading company in the outdoor and bags
market, owning such brands as Case Logic. From its headquarters in Malmö,
Sweden Thule manages some 2,000 employees spread across more than 40
production and sales locations around the world. Operating income in 2016
was SEK 970m (€97m) with a gross margin of 17.3%. Thule's products are designed to work together as an integrated solution whilst looking smart and
doing the best job possible for the customer and their vehicle. This includes
being easy to use. With its motto 'Active Life, Simplified' there is no doubt
that Thule is set for continuing success thanks to innovative, high quality, products that really do make it easier for people to live active lives, whatever their
vehicle.
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Dimensions and weights
Maximum number of bikes

2, Not extendable

Maximum total loading weight

70kg

Suitable for e-bikes

Yes

Weight

20kg (To be confirmed)

Product dimensions (L x W x H)

195 x 40 x 70 cm (sliding part)

Maximum weight of an individual bike

35kg
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Dethleffs e.home overview
At the recent Caravan Salon exhibition in Düsseldorf, Dethleffs showed an
all-electric motorhome bedecked with solar panels on the bodyshell.
Aboutcamp BtoB interviewed Dethleffs Product manager for Motorhomes,
Florian Pietrzak.
Words Terry Owen

Aboutcamp BtoB: How did the idea for
this project come about?
Florian Pietrzak: The idea came when Iveco
launched their New Daily Electric vehicle in
April 2015. Working with our technical department this gave us a vision of an all-electric
motorhome. When we say all-electric we are
also including functions such as cooking, refrigeration and heating. A true zero emissions
motorhome.
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Aboutcamp BtoB: How complicated is this
to achieve in practice?
Florian Pietrzak: Obviously this is an enormous technical challenge so we decided to
create this concept vehicle to develop our
ideas further. We don't anticipate having anything ready for production for at least five
years, maybe longer. It might seem simple to
take an electric base vehicle and turn it into a
motorhome but, if you want to include fun-

ctions such as cooking and heating, you have
to think outside the box.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Did you not consider
using LPG as a source of power for the
habitation area?
Florian Pietrzak: Yes, and we will continue to
use it in other vehicles but, for this vehicle, we
wanted to aim for all-electric because we
think it is the future. However we are realistic

and it could be that the final solution is a
hybrid vehicle. At this stage we just don't
know. What we have is an idea, a vision, and
it's based on an all-electric solution. Hybrid
vehicles using LPG may well emerge for the
leisure market but, even if they do, we believe
we have other solutions for the living area.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What technologies are
you considering to achieve this goal?
Florian Pietrzak: We are developing heating
systems based on phase change materials.
These can absorb heat when it's warm and
store it for release during cooler periods. Our
idea is to maintain a constant temperature
inside the vehicle so less energy is spent on
heating and cooling. These technologies are
not new. What is new is their application in a
motorhome.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Your concept vehicle is
covered in photo-voltaic panels - what
can you tell us about them?
Florian Pietrzak: All together they can generate 3.000 watts. As you can see we've put
them on the sidewalls, the back and the roof.
We've tried to use every little bit of space for
the greatest effect. What it's all about is
recharging the batteries as that will be the key
to moving forward with our vision.
Normally solar panels take the form of a heavy
plate that has to be spaced off from the surface. We decided we needed a better solution
and here we have a partner that has supplied
lightweight flexible panels made from optimised thin layer solar cells. These are much
lighter and neater.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you think your
customers will be happy to accept solar
panels all over the walls and back of their
vehicles?
Florian Pietrzak: For some it may not be so
attractive but it is very practical. It remains to
be seen. It's just one more reason we've built
our concept vehicle. Ultimately we may need
a smarter solution such as a solar panel that
tracks the sun.

Aboutcamp BtoB: What range does your
concept vehicle have?
Florian Pietrzak: Currently it's about 150
km. We know that's not enough but battery
technology is moving fast and we may soon
have batteries with much higher energy densities. If that becomes fact then here we have
the perfect vehicle.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How easy is it to
recharge the batteries on this vehicle?
Can it be done through a hook up on a
campsite?
Florian Pietrzak: Yes, it can be done through
a 230 volt socket at a campsite but it would
take 24 hours. With a 32 amp supply such as
you might have at home, the charging time is
10 hours. However, using a supercharging
point, the batteries can be topped up to 80%
in just two hours. I'm talking here just about
the batteries that power the vehicle. Our concept prototype also has batteries for the living
area as it wasn't possible to use the vehicle
batteries in this case. Ultimately we hope to

be able to use the vehicle batteries for everything.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is weight not a problem on a vehicle such as this?
Florian Pietrzak: Currently the vehicle
weighs 5.2 tonnes so it's not exactly the
lightest motorhome at the show for its size.
We know we need to get the weight down
and we're working on it. We are looking at
something perhaps a little smaller with a good
aerodynamic profile. All these things should
help to give a better range.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What about the fridge
and cooker?
Florian Pietrzak: The fridge is a compressor
type whilst the cooker has a three burner
ceramic glass top.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What else is special
about this motorhome?
Florian Pietrzak: The windows are made
from a material that can be made to go dark
at the flick of a switch. Similarly we have a framed area on the door to the sleeping area
that can either become a mirror or a light. The
seats and bed mattress contain heating elements that can switch on when someone sits
or lies on them. Customers tell us the slee-
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Dethleffs e.home in pills
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Aboutcamp BtoB: What developments
do you see in the next year or two?
Florian Pietrzak: We think we will see
improvements in battery technology but
naturally we are reliant on others for that.
The same applies to 'smart homes' and the
'internet of things'. These are fast evolving
trends that are becoming increasingly important by offering new possibilities for comfort
and safety. For our part we wish to fine tune
what we have in order to get the most out of
it. We will be paying a lot of attention to
weight, thermal performance and aerodynamics, whilst of course always taking on
board the feedback from our customers and
partners. As you can see we are taking this
very seriously because we believe this is the
future and we want to be in at the very
beginning. We expect rapid progress over
the coming years for our e.home concept.
ping area can get very stuffy so, by heating
just the mattress, they can keep warm
whilst enjoying cooler, fresher air for sleeping. We have made maximum use of digitalisation and digital control. The lights,
heating, fridge and other on-board equipment are all connected to a special bus
system that can be controlled from an app
on a tablet.
We also have the possibility of voice control
so if I now ask Alexa to dim the lights...
...you can see she has! We think that remo-
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te and voice control is something that will
appeal our younger customers and maybe
also to those older ones who are not so
mobile.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Have you tested this
vehicle in a climate chamber?
Florian Pietrzak: Not yet but it was only
finished two weeks ago. That will change in
the coming weeks and months.We will be
working with our partners and customers to
explore the technology to the full.

LAMILUX Heinrich Strunz Group - Zehstraße 2 - 95111 Rehau - Germany
Ph. +49 9283 5950 - Fax: +49 9283 595290 Web: www.lamilux.com

Robust, lightweight
customised composite plastics

Lamilux's fibre-reinforced composites are resistant, eye-catching and light. Lamilux's wide
range covers any OEM need from the floor to the ceiling.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

ith its high-grade, fibre-reinforced
composite sheeting, the German
family enterprise Lamilux offers
fully developed, time-tested materials
which can be incorporated into all sections
of caravans and motor homes. These extremely sturdy, ultra-light composite materials
serve as interior and exterior face sheeting
in sandwich elements for roofs and side
walls. Thanks to its high load capacity, fibrereinforced composite sheeting can also be
used to line floors. Lamilux's fibre-reinforced composites particularly impress thanks
to their resistance and long service life. As a
construction component, these composites
provide such an efficient stabilizing effect
that side walls and floors are easily able to
withstand very high compressive and flexural stresses. The material's excellent resistance to UV light, weathering and corrosion also ensures colour fastness and a long
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service life. These are exceptional properties
to which extensive, internationally recognised certified test methods attest. First
impressions are key. Lamilux composites
deliver many options for their use on caravan exteriors. Besides standard high-gloss
surfaces, the German plastics specialist also
produces highly robust, durable materials.
For example, Lamilux High-Strength-Xtreme is manufactured with a high fibre
content, with up to almost 70 percent fibre
possible. In addition to increased strength
and a very low coefficient of longitudinal
extension, this also means a beneficial
reduction in resin content, which brings a
large decrease in weight. High resistance to
UV light and weathering and the lack of
corrosion guarantee an increased service
life for the material and, consequently, for
the whole vehicle. Lamilux also focuses on
innovation in interior design with a high-

grade decorated laminate. The fibre-reinforced polymer Lamilux Graph enables users to
create aesthetically appealing wall panelling. This composite offers an extensive
scope for design thanks to a wide choice in
decoration options such as wood, marble or
customised designs. It also impresses with
its outstanding mechanical properties,
which make it easy to process. Such properties include optimum flexural and tensile
strength and extremely low surface abrasion. A key, positive product feature is its
high-grade glaze. Unlike decorative plywood products, Lamilux Graph does not soak
up any water it comes into contact with. As
a result, condensation build-up doesn't
affect the material and its appearance in
any way. Lamilux Super Plus SH, a glassfibre, reinforced polyester laminate, provides another option for facing wall and side
elements. It features a balanced glass con-

Contacts:
information@lamilux.de

Certified products
quality guarantee
amilux recently had its in-house
test methods successfully certified by the testing company
TÜV Süd with certification attesting
to the high quality of Lamilux GRP for
specific applications. Lamilux commissioned TÜV Süd to evaluate and
inspect most of its laboratory and
testing facilities to ensure consistently
high, flawless quality. At the end of
the detailed, comprehensive certification process, the TÜV specialists had
evaluated seventeen analysis, measurement and test methods with regard
to their usefulness and validity for
quality assurance and product development. As a result, Lamilux is able
to reliably assure quality in its end
products based on a wide range of
tests. The specialist in fibre-reinforced
composites tests its products during
mechanical, chemical and climatic
testing in state-of-the-art laboratories.
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Company Profile

amilux Composites GmbH has
been producing fibre-reinforced composites for almost 60
years. This medium-sized company
is the market leader in Europe,
thanks to its large production
capacity, wide product range and
technologically outstanding continuous manufacturing process.
Lamilux
supplies
customers
around the globe in a wide range
of sectors, such as the construction
trade, the automotive and recreational vehicle industries, refrigerated store room and cell construction, and many other industrial
sectors. In 2016, Lamilux and its
850 employees achieved a turnover of almost 230 million euros.
The family-managed company is
based in Rehau, Bavaria.

L

tent, meaning the material combines excellent mechanical properties with an attractive appearance. The finish may be glossy or
matt and features colours such as a warm
cream as an option. Users are thus able to
construct lightweight, highly heat-insulating
composite systems with easy-to-clean smooth surfaces. Thanks to a special curing
method, the material loses the typical smell
of plastic often found in caravans. Efficient
weight reduction plays an increasingly
important role in floor construction in caravan manufacture. A lightweight sandwich
structure laminated with composite can
now replace heavy wood, a troublesome
material which quickly absorbs moisture and
is susceptible to mould. Lamilux has developed Lamilux Composites Floor especially for
such applications. This new material can be
used to build sandwich floor structures with
less wood or even without wood. This
allows design engineers to achieve three key
objectives: a significantly reduction in
weight, an optimised thermal insulation in
the caravan floor and improved resistance to
damp and moisture, thus eliminating mould
and swelling.
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Metallarte Srl - Loc. Rigoni - Via dei Laghi - 53035 Monteriggioni (SI) - Italy
Ph. +39 0577 306 163 - Fax +39 0577 304 461 - Web: www.lippertcomponents.eu/metallarte

Extraordinary
prospects for
growth
Thanks to the acquisition of Metallarte and RV Doors, Lippert Components wants to create
the biggest European production hub in the field of doors for recreational vehicles: a strategic appointment for Lorenzo Manni as sales manager for the two companies.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

t’s difficult to find a manufacturer in the sector with such great
growth prospects as Metallarte: as we know, the company was
acquired in July 2017 by the American Lippert Components group,
which had already entered Europe by taking over Project 2000 and
Sessa Klein. The new owners wish to become a point of reference in
the recreational vehicle door sector, on the foundation of the proven
quality of the products currently in the catalogue and the possibilities
of developing other projects that seize upon the latest trends and the
desires of manufacturers. Also becoming part of the Lippert
Components group was RV Doors, a young company that Metallarte
created in 2015 thanks to the acquisition of Gi Emme Evo, taking on
its motorhome cab door production know-how. Lorenzo Manni has
been appointed to coordinate the sales activity of Metallarte and RV

I
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Doors. He has distinguished himself in the European division of Lippert
Components, and the appointment was greatly desired by Michele
Checcucci, the founder and current CEO of Metallarte.
“I wanted Lorenzo Manni at my side,” affirms Michele Checcucci,
“who I value both as a person and as a professional. I’m enthusiastic
about having him on our team and I’m sure that we’ll tackle the exciting new challenges that await us on with the right approach.” Having
just turned thirty, Lorenzo Manni was Project 2000 sales manager from
2012 to 2016. With the acquisition of the company on the part of
Lippert Components, the parent company tasked him to develop some
projects in the European market, including slide-outs, taking on the
experience of the American giant. On 1 September 2017, Manni was
named sales manager for Metallarte and RV Doors, acquired by Lippert
Components in their turn.
“Lippert Components has a precise goal in the acquisition of the two
companies,” explains Lorenzo Manni, Metallarte and RV Doors sales
manager, “to create the main European industrial hub for the production of doors for motorhomes and caravans. A goal that’s ambitious
but certainly achievable, which has been received with great enthusiasm by the management and the entire staff of the two companies.”
Today, the Doors division of LCI makes about 2,000 doors a day globally in its US and Italian factories. Metallarte specialises in doors for
the living space, while the mission of RV Doors is to create high-quality doors for motorhome cabs. So there’s a clear difference, with a few
minor exceptions: living space doors of special types, with a marked
radius of curvature, are made by RV Doors because it has a roller press.
“There are huge growth prospects,” continues Lorenzo Manni.
“Metallarte and RV Doors currently have substantial market shares, but
there’s still a lot that can be done. We’d like to expand our presence

Contacts:
General Manager: Michele Checcucci - mcheccucci@metallarte.com
Sales: Lorenzo Manni - lorenzo.manni@lippertcomponents.eu

Lorenzo Manni, Sales Manager

in certain groups that we already
work with and start to supply the
German manufacturers in a continuous fashion. That’s without
mentioning our potential for
development on the caravan door
production front, overshadowed
up to now by our focus on the
motorhome market. And then
there’s the US market, where new
scenarios may open up thanks to
the
support
of
Lippert
Components.
Recreational vehicle production in
North America involves very high
figures; if we managed to gain
only a minimal share of the market, we could boost our output
significantly. It’s an ambitious
goal, but within reach: as tradition has it, Lippert Components
can provide considerable resour-

ces in view of a serious industrial
project.” Metallarte is located in
the mid-market sector in Europe,
with products featuring a good
quality-price ratio and characterised by great scope for customisation upon client request, as well
as by a very high standard of quality, guaranteed by rigorous observance of the various ISO standards for which the company is
certified. In recent months there
has been a strong drive towards
the production of higher level
doors. For this reason, Metallarte’s
top-of-the-range doors will soon
be equipped with a fully retractable hinge with unique characteristics at the level of finish and
comfort in use. “For motorhome
cab doors created by RV doors
too, there are considerable

Company Profile

etallarte and RV Doors are
Italian companies specialising
in the production of door and flaps for recreational vehicles. They are headed by Lippert
Components, the American RV sector giant
that entered Europe with the acquisition of
Project 2000 and Sessa Klein. After it
was founded in 1996, Metallarte began
a journey of growth in the caravanning sector, receiving a
further boost with the brand’s acquisition by Michele
Checcucci, who founded the Metallarte S.r.l. company in
2003. The strengths of the new management soon became
maximum flexibility and speed in responding to the needs
of clients. In July 2017, Metallarte and the RV Doors subsidiary were acquired by Lippert Components. Metallarte
now supplies the biggest European recreational vehicle
manufacturers and some companies in Australia and New
Zealand, while the entry to the American market was more
recent. It specialises in the production of doors and flaps,
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options for customisation,”
Lorenzo Manni tells us, “and this
is a characteristic greatly appreciated by manufacturers, who often
have to differentiate similar
models produced with different
brands. Customised products and
a good quality-price ratio aren’t
the only ingredients in the success
of the two companies: flexible
production counts for a great
deal, responsiveness to the client’s
requests. It’s not easy to find this
responsiveness in the current market scenario, which offers manufacturers the possibility of obtaining a tailor-made design from
Metallarte or RVDoors developed
even in the space of a month. In
such a rapidly changing market
scenario as that of Europe, that
can make the difference.

but also racks, outside ladders, finishing profiles between
side panel and roof, overcab ladders, sliding shower door
guides, underbody storage bands and steel hinges. It obtained UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 certification in 2005, then ISO
14001, which establishes an environmental management
standard, and OHSAS 18001, the worker health and safety
management system. The production facilities are located
in Tuscany and based around a building of some thousands
of metres squared, with the surface of the roof covered
entirely in photovoltaic panels. The company has a staff of
about thirty. RV Doors, headquartered in Veneto, was founded with the precise aim of extending Metallarte’s sphere
of operations, while taking on board the twenty-year experience of Gi Emme Evo acquired in 2015. RV Doors’ specialisation concerns motorhome cab doors, a complex product,
not easy to make, for which the know-how of Gi Emme Evo
(which had thirty years of experience in the sector, appropriate machinery and highly qualified workers) has been
fully exploited.
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Vetroresina Spa - Via Portuense, 10 44020 Masi San Giacomo (FE) - Italy
Ph. +39 0532 327911 - Web: www.vetroresina.com

Ready to grow bigger

The new production lines will shortly be active again, permitting an increase in production
and doubling of the length of the packaging rolls, to deal with the ever increasing use of
fibreglass in the European market. But the American market too is ready to receive the new
technologies, and a factory extension programme has been launched to this end.
Words Giorgio Carpii

hanks to the expanding market,
Vetroresina S.p.A. is operating at full
capacity and has launched a programme of extended production that will
soon bear fruit.
In reality, the
ever increasing
demand
from
clients doesn’t
result solely from
the
positive
period that the
sector is experiencing,
but
also from the
increasing use of
fibreglass laminates in motorSimone Colombarini
home construcVetroresina SpA CEO
tion.
Many
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European manufacturers have converted to
sandwich panels with double fibreglass sheets, but even some companies who remain
loyal to aluminium have progressively introduced fibreglass for the roof or floor. The
reason is simple: the hard-wearing qualities
of fibreglass are well known (hail is no longer a disaster, for example), while the internal and external panelling permits wooffree sandwich panels, impregnable to
water.
“When we started supplying our products
to European manufacturers,” begins
Simone Colombarini, Sole Director of
Vetroresina S.p.A., “it was only used for the
walls; an average motorhome generally
used about 35 m² of sheeting. Today, it can
reach 100–110 m² instead.”
Use of fibreglass has extended to the entire
casing of the living unit – walls, roof and

floor – and we’re no longer dealing with
simple sheets for the external lining but sandwich panels with double sheets, both on
the outside and the inside. Eura Mobil was
the first company to believe in “all fibreglass”, already ten years ago, and it’s no
coincidence that the German brand started
offering a ten-year warranty on the bodywork, deemed highly reliable, last year.
Fibreglass sheets have been introduced at
various levels by many other manufacturers
– take Hymer and Trigano – and there have
now been panels with double sheets for at
least five years. These changes have affected Europe above all: in America, fibreglass
had already been introduced before, but –
inexplicably – it hasn’t seen the development that it has on the Old Continent.
“We’ve been supplying the American market for a long time,” explains Simone

Contacts:
CEO: Simone Colombarini - simone.colombarini@vetroresinaspa.it

Colombarini, “and about fifteen years ago
we introduced a big new development, the
very thick (3.8 mm) fibreglass sheet, to
replace the previous thin sheets coupled
with a plywood support, guaranteeing
more strength and zero water absorption.
But we’re still talking today about external
linings almost exclusively. However, I believe
that the time is ripe for development of the
product in the American market too.”
In recent years, much work has been done
to perfect sandwich panels for the floor: for
the upper side (passenger compartment
side) it is now possible to use prefinished
fibreglass sheets with coupled PVC, while
for the lower side (road side), a rougher
sheet is used, without aesthetic value, but
resistant to water and impact (stones and
debris raised by the wheels). The fibreglass
is supplied in 60-metre rolls, so floor panels
can be made in one piece, without joins as
in the case of plywood panels.
Fibreglass sheets of lower cost have been
presented recently, for use on the passenger

Company Profile

compartment side of panels: starting from
the premise that they don’t need to
withstand the sun’s rays or the elements,
they can be produced without gelcoat but
maintain excellent mechanical resistance.
They are available in various types of finish
and colour. Vetroresina S.p.A. is also perfecting lighter sheets, in order to contribute to
the general reduction in weight that is now
essential for many European manufacturers:
a weight reduction of 100–200 g/m² can
translate into a saving of some kilos on the
entire vehicle. So it’s a particularly positive
period for the Ferrara-based company,
which has now been working for two years
to full production capacity. This is why a
programme to extend the factory has been
arranged: a new building will be inaugurated in the first months of 2018, which will
house four new production lines. This will
permit a 20% increase in production capacity, to pass from 5 to 6 million m²/year. But
the new production lines will also provide
an advantage that’s far from insignificant:

they’ll allow the production of longer rolls;
from the current 60-metre rolls there will be
the potential for as many as 120 metres.
This will certainly be appreciated by the
manufacturers, who will have less wastage
and will require less storage space for the
rolls, not to mention the potential reduction
in processing times to unpack the rolls
themselves and insert them on the processing lines. The investment equates to 5 million euros and a staff increase of approximately 15% is anticipated.
The new 120-metre roll will certainly be looked upon favourably by American manufacturers: this is why the new technology will
also be brought to Vetroresina S.p.A.’s US
factory in the near future, opened in 2008
precisely to guarantee supplies for the local
market in the most effective way possible.
This factory too is operating at full capacity
and an extension has been planned in this
case as well: the land has already been purchased and new, modern production lines
will be installed in the new building.

ounded in 1968, Vetroresina S.p.A. produces glass fibre-reinforced polyester resin laminates. The company’s great operating capacity results from thorough research in the composite materials sector linked to the study and continuous
improvement of processing techniques. To maintain and increase the level of production, Vetroresina S.p.A. has planned
substantial investments and thanks to the contribution of advanced technologies, as well as close collaboration with universities and experts in the sector, it has been able to apprehend the changes in and new requirements of the market.
A high level of technology together with particular attention to aesthetics and materials have given rise to product diversification, extending their range and fields of application. Vetroresina S.p.A. has a production capacity of 129 items per
day and extends over an area of 46,000 m². In June 2000, Vetroresina S.p.A. opened a factory in Brazil, in the municipality of São Paulo, from which it can meet the needs of the South American market, and since May 2008 the company has
boasted a new production site in the USA from which it can dedicate itself to managing the North American market.
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Freebird Coated Aluminium BV - Industrieterrein 'De Brand', Hertogenbosch - The Netherlands
Ph. +31 73 548 11 03 - Fax: +31 73 548 11 05 - Web: www.creative-aluminium.nl

Freebird Coated Aluminium B.V.
From small beginnings Freebird Coated Aluminium is now growing
fast in response to the quality of its products and the service it provides. We went along to their stand at the CSD to find out more.

From the left: Dick Vrijvogel, Ed
Woerdman, Hans Vrijvogel (owner)

When was Freebird founded?
Freebird Aluminium was formed in 1993 as a specialist supplier of
repair panels to the industry. Based in Hertogenbosch in The
Netherlands the company became very successful and carved a niche
for itself in that market. However six years ago it became clear that
there was a bigger market to aim for. That market was the supply of
aluminium sheet and other components to the OEM's who manufacture the RV's. The market was already served by one big player but
OEM's traditionally like to have at least two suppliers and Freebird recognised it could fulfill this need. Accordingly a new company, Freebird
Coated Aluminium, was set up to focus on this whilst leaving the supply of repair panels to the original company, Freebird Aluminium. The
new company bought machinery and began testing. Within two years
it was ready to supply the OEM's. Initially the business plan focused on
the huge German market but other markets are now being targeted.
How easy was the OEM market to crack?
It can take a long time because OEM's are fastidious not just the about the quality but also the
security of supply of their components. Two
years is a typical lead time for a small company
such as ours to be accepted as a
regular and reliable supplier.
When we started we spent €4m
on machinery and stock, so it was
a big investment for us. However
the risk was mitigated by the fact
that there was only one existing
supplier. We had total faith in our
product offering and that faith
has now paid off.
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Words Terry Owen

Does your trade simply comprise the sourcing and selling on of
aluminium coil from the producers?
Absolutely not - on the basis of uni lacquered coils we add value by further painting with stripes, or by embossing - for example with a hammered finish. We supply a wide variety of sizes, thickness and alloys,
according to the needs of our customers.
We also have a digital printing process that allows us to do complex
designs. We put a clear coat of lacquer on top for UV protection and
scratch resistance. Hobby, Knaus-Tabbert and LMC are among our
customers.
How is the striping applied? Is it sprayed on?
No it's applied with a roller and then heated to 230 deg C to fuse it to
the paint below. It's a special paint, designed for the purpose. To maintain smooth, straight lines the embossing is carried out after painting.
If for example you were to use a powder coating paint system the paint
would crack if the sheet was then embossed. It's just too hard. In fact
all the paint we apply is baked on after application. This produces a

Contact:
pascalle@freebird.nl

and shapes our customers require. These latter components can be tricky to ship and you
end up transporting a lot of air but, where the
customer requires an edge band, we can roll
the sheets prior to dispatch.

finish with the same durability as the original
painting process and far higher than a stick-on
decal. It's something you just can't do with
GFK (GRP) as it can't stand the heat.
Are you able to produce a discrete design
for the side of an RV and then to supply
these on a roll to the OEM?
Yes we can. The beginning and end of each
panel is marked with paint dots so the machine at the OEM knows where to cut it. This
way the whole process is automatic and there
is very little waste. Of course what there is can
be 100% recycled.
What about the digital printing process
you mentioned - how does that work?
We have a giant inkjet printer that can print
designs with a maximum width of 2.5 meters.
However our maximum painting width is 1.6
meters so this is a limitation on the printing
process because of the need to apply the clear
coat on top. We did a design for Hobby with
mountains on it. It was in production for four
years.
Can aluminium be used for the inside
walls or roofs of vehicles? If so what
about condensation?
Indeed it can. To get round the problem of
condensation we have recently developed a
new range of fabric and other coatings that
we apply to the aluminium. The result is some
very attractive laminate panels.
We have
woven and non-woven fabric finishes, both
coated and non-coated. There are many possibilities. We can also create designs by printing or rolling. These can be applied direct to
some coatings on the laminate panels. It's
easy to have one design for the kitchen area
and another for the sleeping area.
Rolling is particularly good for finishes such as
marble where we would normally apply it
direct to the aluminium. It's hard to tell the
end result from the real thing and it looks really good in a washroom.
Currently many OEM's use a number of plywood panels on each interior wall. However,
by using aluminium you can have just one big
sheet. The result can be lighter and stronger

and of course the panel is thermally balanced
so both surfaces expand and contract at the
same rate. As a result of the advantages that
our laminated aluminium panels offer, some
OEM's have already begun to use them for
their interior walls. We can supply the laminate in coil form or as cut sheets.
How durable are these fabric laminate
finishes - can you wash or sponge them
down?
The answer depends on the particular finish
but they are more durable than you might
think. Some will allow a dried coffee spill to
be cleaned off several days later.
How does the weight of the laminate
sheets compare to that of the 3 mm plywood often used for interior walls?
Obviously it depends on the thickness of the
aluminium; the bigger the wall area the thicker the aluminium needs to be. We have a
customer using 0.4 and 0.5 mm aluminium
where the weight is actually less than with
wood.
In what form do you ship your products
to customers?
Most is shipped in coil form but we also cut,
mill, bend and fold the aluminium to the sizes

Is the increasing use of GFK for RV roofs
and sides impacting your business?
It is having an impact, but we don't believe
GFK to be a superior product for this application. We think aluminium gives a stronger
construction and whilst it can be dented it
takes a sharp object to puncture aluminium.
We continue to look for an alternative because that's what the market demands but in the
meantime we are steadily growing our business through the acquisition of new customers. The current rate of growth is about
50% per year but, as a small company, that's
quite easy for us. We could grow even faster
but we are very keen to maintain our levels of
quality and customer service. In the coming
years we'll be looking at growth rates of 2025% per year.
What do you see as your unique selling
points?
Our very presence means the customer has a
choice for the first time and, unlike our competitor, we are totally focused on the needs of
the RV industry. What's more our small size
enables us to give a more personal service at
senior level. Our customers tell us they are
very happy to have a second supplier they can
rely on.
What is your growth strategy? Are you
looking to expand into RV markets
beyond Europe?
We started with the customers we knew from
the after sales business and we're now looking for steady and sustainable growth
beyond that. Yes, we will be looking outside
Europe. Australia, for example, is a big importer of aluminium sheet for RV's but other
regions are of interest too. We see some very
exciting years ahead.
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Truma Corp & Co. KG - 825 E. Jackson Blvd - Elkhart, IN 46516 - USA
Ph. 1-855-558-7862 - Fax: 1-574-538-2426 - Web: www.truma.net

Truma strengthens
in North America

Truma enlarges the staff in Elkart, IN, and will build their
own facility in order to bring new products on the
American market. In October 2017 a new Service Center
opened in Lakeland, FL, to support end users.
Words Enrico Bona

erhard Hundsberger, President and
CEO of Truma, likes to tell how everything started for Truma in the North
America, back in 2013, when for the first
time the company showcased at the Annual
National RV Show in Louisville, Kentucky. “At
that time just few major American players in
the RV industry already knew
Truma's reputation as an industry leader in Europe. By a
market survey with more than
800 end users we learned that
many were not happy with
the quality and reliability they
were experiencing with water
heaters and other appliances.
Truma was waiting for just the
right time to introduce its
innovative products to the
USA and Canada, so we developed the AquaGo hybrid
instant
water
heater”.
Customers quickly came to

G
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value the quality and comfort offered player
as an OEM supplier in North America yet in
2015. Being located in Elkhart, IN, makes it
easy for Truma to support OEM’s on training
throughout the installation and production
process and also the dealer network, where
each dealership receives personal training
from one of Truma's
Dealer Technical Sales
Reps. Truma is enlarging
the staff in Elkhart and in
the future will build their
own facility and bring
additional products to the
industry. AquaGo is an
instant water heater offering
unprecedented
water comfort in RVs. The
system supplies hot water
reliably and constantly for
showering, rinsing or
hand washing onboard. It
is connected between the

vehicle’s fresh water supply and its hot water
plumbing system and assures maximum
energy efficiency as the appliance – unlike
standard tank water heaters – only consumes
LP gas when hot water is being tapped.
AquaGo operates with propane gas and uses
an energy-efficient technology which contributes to saving propane and electricity.
Truma AquaGo® sets standards for the market in terms of technology, operating ease,
safety and easy maintenance: it ensures constant water temperatures and this even at
low and high flow rates, a stepless burner
control adjusts the heater output based on
volume flow and inlet water temperature. A
stabilizer minimizes outlet temperature fluctuations. Having Truma AquaGo® onboard
means no scalding, no temperature variations, no running out of hot water. The product is available in three models: basic, comfort and comfort plus. A constant water temperature is maintained even when turning
the water off and on. As an option, the

Contacts:
info@trumacorp.com

Some pictures from the 2016 National RV Trade Show in Louisville. On the right, Gerhard Hundsberger, President and CEO Truma Corp.

access door is ready to be painted in order to
match vehicle graphics. With its compact
dimensions the device can easily be installed
in standard 6-gallon water heater cut-outs.
By using an adapter mounting plate, it can
also be fitted in 10, 12, and 16-gallon cutouts. Maintenance is simple: before winter or
extended storage, a distinctive valve mechanism specially developed by Truma simplifies
the process of draining the product. The
lever serves as a chute and guides the water
away from the vehicle, thus preventing water
stains on the exterior of the RV.
Simultaneously the reusable, stainless steel
filter cartridge is ejected and can be cleaned
if necessary. When the unit is being drained
and stored for the winter, the filter cartridge
should be removed for the winter. AquaGo is
manufactured and high-tech tested at
Truma’s headquarters in Germany and has
now enhanced with additional features
which have made the product even more
efficient and user friendly.

Truma AquaGo® control panel
Truma has developed a new control panel for
the AquaGo which allows to select the different operating modes “eco“, “comfort” and
“off/standby”. Moreover, the control panel
offers the semi-automatic decalcification
mode “clean”. LED blink codes are also used
for error or status indications.
The electric antifreeze kit can be turned on
as well. The control panel is standard equipment in all AquaGo comfort and comfort
plus models. Older comfort and comfort plus
models can be easily retrofitted by replacing
the circuit board and installing the new control panel.
For the AquaGo basic version, the upgrade
kit (2016 models) and additionally the new
circuit board (2015 models) is needed.
Truma AquaGo® electric antifreeze kit
The electric antifreeze kit enables RVers to
operate the Truma AquaGo® comfort and
comfort plus even at cold temperatures

without risk of freezing. It keeps the instant
water heater frost-free down to -4 °F. Until
now it was necessary to run the burner in
order to protect the AquaGo from freezing,
now Truma has developed the solution: the
new kit works on 12 V DC electricity only –
no propane gas is needed and the AquaGo
can be kept frost-free even in stand-by mode
when the burner is off. Moreover, the electric
antifreeze can be operated during transport
when the propane tanks are turned off, so
you don’t have to drain the water. The electric antifreeze kit is easily retrofitted in just a
few minutes.
Truma AquaGo® upgrade kit
RVers who have previously purchased an
AquaGo basic can now enjoy the enhanced
features of the comfort models. The upgrade
kit consists of the AquaGo circulation pump,
installation material and the new control
panel. The kit can be installed by Truma dealers within one or two hours.

New Service Center in Florida

ruma has opened its first Sales and Service Center in
Lakeland, Florida in October 2017. Truma technicians can
now install, upgrade and service the Truma AquaGo® hybrid
instant water heater along with all other Truma products and
can also service RVs at owners homes and at nearby campgrounds. Due to the heavy concentration of RVers that travel in the Lakeland area each year, Truma decided to open a
Sales and Service Center location to better serve customers.
Since its founding in 1949, Truma has built up a quality service network throughout Europe and is continuing that tradition in North America. “We are following the pattern of our
headquarters in Germany and hiring Truma service technicians to support end users with Truma products in addition to
our quality dealer network,” says Gerhard Hundsberger,
President and CEO of Truma North America. The Truma
Service Center is located at 3928 Anchuca Dr., Bay 13 & 14,
Lakeland, FL 33811. For more information:
service@trumacorp.com or call 1-863-225-1417
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ALOIS KOBER GMBH - Ichenhauser Strasse 14 - 89359 Kötz - Germany
Ph. +49 8221 97 - 0 - Web: www.alko-tech.com

The convenience of easy levelling
Earlier this year, AL-KO Vehicle Technology launched its HY4 hydraulic levelling system for
motorhomes in Europe. It is designed to make life more convenient and comfortable for the
consumer, and has also been designed to be simpler to install.
Words John Rawlings

ver the last few decades, caravan
and motorhome owners have already welcomed several key innovations that have made using their vehicles
easier or more comfortable. Consider examples such as the motor mover, cassette toilet (now on wheels) and domestic-style heating and hot water systems; Most of these
are now usually considered ‘essentials’, particularly for luxury brands. Will, or should, a
levelling system be next?
Anything that improves the experience of
using a motorhome is good news for our
industry as it will appeal to or attract new
customers to the market, and may also help
to keep older, existing owners using their
vehicles for longer.
Levelling systems may not be new, but they’ve been quite a niche product in markets
like Europe so far. The introduction of a new
system with some interesting differences to

O
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existing systems by a global, well respected
brand like AL-KO with all its R&D and
marketing resources, could give levelling
systems the worldwide availability and
awareness they need.
A key feature of the design of the
AL-KO HY4 levelling system is
that it has four independent
hydraulic tanks (one for
each corner ‘leg’ or
‘ram’), rather than one
large one, like other
systems. Using four
independent tanks
makes it easier and
quicker to install as
hydraulic hoses don’t need
to be added to the entire
length of the chassis, so less
technical knowledge is
required to fit it. There

must be adequate ground clearance
under the levelling ‘rams’ when
they are raised.
This also means that the
weight of the system
is spread more evenly
around the vehicle, at a
low level. As the system
is fitted to the chassis, it
does not require any
modification to the vehicle’s bodywork or take up
any storage space inside the
motorhome, and also means
there is no risk of any leaks
from the system to the motorhome’s interior. Another benefit
is that if there is any loss of pressure from a unit, it only affects one
levelling ram, not the entire system.
Motorhome users like being able to

Contacts:
info@alko-tech.com

arrive at their destination and be ready in
minutes, rather than having to unhitch and
set up a caravan, so they will like that the
AL-KO HY4 levelling system offers the convenience of levelling a motorhome at the
touch of a button on the very intuitive remote control unit. Once the levelling rams are
lowered, there’s also the benefit of avoiding
any unsteadiness or discomfort while inside.
An automatic setting levels the motorhome
in just 60 seconds, but there is also a manual
setting so the user can fine tune the motorhome’s position, if required.
And if the user prefers to
sleep in a non-level position, they can programme a ‘sleeping position’
with head-up,

for example. There is also a ‘kneeling position’ setting that lowers the vehicle on one
side to make it easier to empty on-board
water tanks.
Each support ‘ram’ has a maximum range of
360mm, so it is best for uneven ground
rather than severe slopes. For
added security, the
HY4 has an

alert to prevent anyone driving off while the
levelling rams are still in the down position,
plus child and anti-theft protection systems.
It is suitable for motorhomes weighing up to
six tonnes and is operated using a remote
control unit in the cab. It is quiet when
being used, so won’t disturb other campers,
and can be transferred to another motorhome, if suitable, if the owner changes vehicles. Initially, the AL-KO HY4 system is available only for motorhomes or commercial
vehicles
built
on
the
popular
Fiat/Peugeot/Citroen cab with an AL-KO
chassis. AL-KO has confirmed that a system
for fitting to the original chassis for the base
vehicle cabs already mentioned will be available from January 2018. It is not designed
for caravans. The HY4 is currently available
directly from AL-KO and from specific qualified AL-KO dealers. It will also be available
to OEMs to offer either as a standard or
optional feature for future models.

Technical information
Power

12v via vehicle battery

Weight

69KG (depending on vehicle variant)

Maximum travel per support ‘ram’

360mm

Maximum permitted gross vehicle weight

6000kg

Permitted temperature range

-30° to +80°

Compatible with

AL-KO AIR premium X2/X4 air suspension
£5,600 (UK)

Cost (fitted, inc taxes)
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Safety, first
The gap between car and motorhome’s world is obvious, especially if we consider the safety factor: recreational vehicles’ standard equipment includes only a few devices suited to
reduce risk of accidents and consequences deriving therefrom, let alone the poor attention
paid to body construction and furnishing. Is there a potential for a positive change in the
next future?
Words Michel Vuillermoz

n a complex microcosm such as motor vehicles’, we find dozens of keywords: performance, economy, environment protection,
comfort, design, reliability, safety ... Whatever is
moving today, it must have these features. If a
vehicle is not appealing from design point of
view, for example, people won’t be attracted by
and wont’ buy it. What’s true for design applies
also to the rest: economic sustainability, environmental compatibility, comfort and, of course, safety. Some of these aspects are obvious
and immediately catch potential buyers’ eyes,
others are now taken for granted and are likely
to be almost underestimated. Of these latter
aspects, unfortunately, safety is of utmost
importance. Over the last twenty years, also

I
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thanks to the emergence of independent supranational organizations, including EuroNCAP, on
board safety concept has been completely revolutionized: today any car, whether it be a cheap
citycar or a flagship one, offers modern and
sophisticted standard safety equipment. ABS,
EBD, Airbag, ESP, emergency brake Assist, HillHolder, ASR and BAS are now the standard for
every car, even the cheapest. Strictly standard
equipment, such as steering wheel and seats,
alongside the latest generation systems (lane
departure warning, anti-collision radar, tire pressure monitoring), are offered as standard on
mid to high-end vehicles but are increasingly
extended to entry-level versions as well. Many
safety systems come standard for two reasons,

i.e. legal obligation and trivial market law,
respectively. Final customers rightly consider
them as necessary and indispensable.
Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that cutting-edge automotive technology is transferred
to the chassis used for motorhome transformation. Too often, in fact, high-priced, prestigious
vehicles, offer only ABS with EBD standard,
while even front airbags are missing.
Unquestionably, this is as objectively absurd and
anachronistic situation, involving 70,000 Euro
motorhomes unable to offer a standard safety
equipment proposed for mid/high-end 10,000
euro cars. Yet, very often, state-of-the-art
technologies are available in combination with
chassis from major car manufacturers. As we

can infer form the table above, many are the
safety devices (active and passive) and driving
aids currently available on the market, most of
which regardless of the cockpit body conservation or replacement. The most sophisticated
systems, based on cameras or radars, need to
be placed on the chassis in a well-defined position. In any case – theoretically, at least - three
out of the four construction types (overcab, low
profiles and van), by fully preserving the cockpit
body and being made from vehicle chassis, originally designed by car manufacturers, should
not have problems featuring all listed devices.
Very often, instead, motorhomes manufacturers
only offer the bare minimum: ABS with EBD and
Driver Airbag, then leaving it to the final custo-

mer (or the sampling dealer) to add the now indispensable ESP, DRIVER AIRBAG, ASR,
Cruise Control and HDC. This is an unfortunately shortsighted policy indeed, as it does not
seem to focus enough on the actual safety of
those who will use the vehicle during their relax
moments. Safety is never too much: this applies
both to active and passive. So, where are we
supposed to start planning immediate future
from? And what will be the hard but fascinating
challenge that recreational vehicle will face?
Motorhome should increasingly become a safe,
comfortable and eco-freindly "real vehicle".
These aspects can only be included in a new and
globally developed project, involving a basic
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Safety devices
A brief introduction of cutting-edge driving assistance technologies is reported blow
ABS ►Anti-Lock Braking System – prevents the wheels from locking up while braking, thus allowing the driver to steer away
from an obstacle.
EBD/EBV ►Electronic Brakeforce Distribution - electronically
varies the braking pressure applied to the wheels preventing the
rear wheels, which carries the less weight, from locking up and
causing a skid.
ASR ►Anti-Slip-Regulation (also known as TCS/Traction Control):
integrated electronic control system that prevents drive wheels
from skidding when accelerating.
Brake Assistance ►Also known as BAS/Brake Assist: generates
the maximum braking power available in case driver’s pressure
on the brake pedal does not suffice. This system automatically
provides the optimal braking power required for an effective
intervention, by increasing the braking pressure as needed up to
maximum braking.
Hill-Holder ►Start-up assist device: makes it easier to start up
hills by preventing the vehicle from involuntarily rolling backward.
HDC ►Hill Descent Control: allows a smooth and controlled
descent in rough terrain without the driver needing to touch the
brake pedal. Just press a button and the vehicle will descend
using ABS braking system to control each wheel speed. If the
vehicle accelerates without driver input, the HDC will automatically apply brakes to slow down vehicle speed.
LDW ►Lane Departure Warning: is an active safety system suite
to monitor road markings: if the vehicle is about to leave its current lane due to driver’s distraction, the device, by means of a
camera detecting lane markings position, warns the driver with
a sound alarm or steering wheel vibration.
Cruise Control ►Also known as Tempomat, is a device that
allows speed electronic adjustment and, consequently, its maintenance with no driver’s action needed. Latest-generation
systems are Adaptive: they adapt to the speed of the vehicle
ahead and keep the safety distance.
HBR ►High Beam Recognition: automatic high beam adjustment
system. It detects the headlamp beams of oncoming traffic or
the rear lights of vehicles in front, and switches the lighting from
main beam to dipped beam in order to avoid driver’s blinding.
This system is controlled by a monitor camera behind the windscreen that constantly monitors the surrounding area and the
traffic in front of the vehicle. In the event of changes in the
lighting conditions and depending on environment and traffic
conditions, high beams are switched on/off. This allows ensuring the best road lighting, which is undoubtedly a significant
comfort increase, especially during long-distance travels.
TPMS ►Tire Pressure Monitoring System: monitors tire pressure,
signaling any faults due to punctures or overheating resulting in
increased pressure.
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Anti-collision radar ►Collision Prevention Assist: system monitoring the distance from the vehicle ahead. If this is insufficient
or the system detects a likely collision, it emits optical and acoustic signals and assists the driver in case of emergency braking,
using Brake Assist device. Nowadays, the new technology frontier is CEBS.
CEBS ►City Emergency Braking System: automatic braking activating system (at speed between 5 and 30 km/h) using a laser
sensor that detects the distance of vehicles ahead, whether or
not in motion. If the distance is reduced and the system detects
a collision risk, the device will automatically brake the vehicle,
thus avoiding any possible collisions.
BSA ►Blind Spot Assist: recognizes the vehicles in the blind spot
and helps avoiding collisions through optical and acoustic alerts.
The system uses four proximity radar sensors to control the blind
spot in an area of approximately 3 m behind and beside the
vehicle. The Blind Spot Assist is instrumentation- activated and
operates starting from 30 km/h speed.
If a vehicle is detected in the blind spot a red triangle appears in
the respective rearview mirror. If the driver operates the direction
indicator despite this signal, the system emits an acoustic collision signal as well.
ESP/ESC ►Electronic Stability Program, also referred to as ESC
(Electronic Stability Control), DSC (Dynamic stability control):
system suited for controlling vehicle stability, which intervenes in
skidding event, by adjusting engine power and apply braking to
individual wheels with different intensity so as to re-stabilize its
trim. When it comes to commercial vehicles, we talk about adaptive ESP, where the system adapts its action vehicle’s load and
barycentre.
Crosswind Assist ►Side wind assist system allows the driver, by
automatic braking, to maintain the vechicle stable, even with
strong wind guts.
It promptly detectes side wind gusts through adaptive ESP driving dynamics’ control system sensors. Starting from 80 km/h
speed, it rectifies vehicle’s trajectory through automatic braking
on wind-exposed side’s wheels. As a result, the side wind assist
system prevents clumsy reactions by inexperienced driver while
increasing safety feeling.

The crash test of Niesmann+Bischoff Flair

vehicle and a living area no longer separated during design and building
stage but increasingly joined in a single, global automotive project, in the
truest sense of the term. A project that optimally balances the rear overhang with the wheel base, sprung masses with axles and barycentre, and
does not try to overcome the laws of physics by exploiting to their fullest
chassis made for volumes and weights differing from those they actually
handle. The first “must” should be a standard equipment featuring all driving assistance solutions: however, the design should simultaneously
implement a technical revolution that takes into consideration the dimensional relationship between chassis and set-up, bodies’ technical design as
well as assembly systems and passengers protection system in case of
impact. For cars, one of the parameters most often considered in the purchase phase relates to the results obtained during various crash-tests:
impact simulations proving vehicles’ impact-resistance (frontal, side…) as
well as their capacity to adequately protect passengers. Obviously, motor-

Chassis and safety

homes have different size and characteristics compared to cars: they are
bigger, taller, and on average move more slowly. However, they move, travel and run the same risks as any other moving vehicle. Yet, in the recreational vehicles industry, impact tests are virtually unknown. Very few have
been carried out and almost exclusively on high-tech vehicles, implemented with materials and building techniques very different compared to
market average: let us think about the recent crash tests’ ambitious project performed by Niesmann+Bischoff for its flagship Flair or, previously, by
Hymer for S-Klasse. Too little, if any, has been done for midmarket instead, which actually accounts for the largest volumes related to sales, registered vehicles and, consequently, circulating vehicles: the real challenge
now is and must be carrying out a complete technical revolution aimed at
these products. Now it’s time to seriously consider cockpits’ active and
passive safety. They can no longer be made with the same assembly
techniques (and often even with the same materials) used in the Eighties

Standard and/or on demand equipment of the vehicles intended for motorhome building are briefly described below.

Fiat Ducato

Citroen Jumper

Ford Transit

Iveco Daily

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

Volkswagen Crafter

ABS

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

EBD

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Series

ASR

Traction+ OPT

OPT

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

OPT

OPT

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

OPT (Standardwith
automatic gearbox)

OPT

Series

OPT (Hi-Matic Series)

OPT (Standard with
automatic gearbox)

OPT

OPT

OPT

NO

OPT (Hi-Matic Standard)

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

OPT

Standard

Standard

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

Standard

Brake Assistance
ESP/ESC
Hill-Holder
HDC
Driver airbag
Passenger Airbag
Side airbags

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

Head Airbag/Windowbag

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

LDW

OPT

OPT

OPT

Standard > 3.5T

OPT

OPT

Cruise control/speed limiter

OPT

OPT

OPT Adaptive

OPT

OPT

OPT Adaptive

HBR

OPT

OPT

OPT

NO

OPT

OPT

TPMS

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

Anti-collision radar

NO

NO

OPT

NO

OPT

OPT

CEBS

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

OPT

BSA

NO

NO

NO

NO

OPT

OPT

Drive fatigue detection

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

OPT

Crosswind Assist

NO

NO

NO

NO

Standard

Standard
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Focus on

SAFETY
other’s service so as to realize, through a complex system of pins and joints, a cell that will
not disintegrate around the vehicle chassis.
There is the need to work a lot on components’
assembly systems, since we just have to look at
a vehicle accident to see that the mere use of
plastic screws and turtles is not enough to prevent passenger compartment’s destruction
(even total) in the event of impact. Obviously,
we must consider that free-flowing kinetic energy released from the impact will grow hand in
hand with masses involved: let us think of wall
cupboards on a vehicle ready for vacation, often
completely crammed. And let us not forget that
many motorhome passengers have the bad
habit to keep on their vehicle items not adequately secured. Likewise, much can be done for
on boards systems, in particular for the most critical and dangerous item: cooking gas bottles.
The location of the space dedicated to them
should be carefully designed, avoiding the most
critical areas in case of collision, i.e. passenger
compartment’s rear area. In the event of a violent impact, in fact, gas bottles might turn into

and Nineties, offering their passengers, in the
event of an impact, only one component to
count on: the classic, chassis-bolted seat belts
“totem”. Now it is time to introduce side antiintrusion devices, anti roll-over safety shells,
which, exploiting cutting-edge materials, are
able to provide an acceptable protection level
for recreational vehicles’ passengers, which
should be measurable and certified as the original chassis. Now it is time to begin to rethink the
recreational vehicle as a whole, starting also
from the interiors: in case of impact, motorhome crew risks to be seriously injured due to furniture sudden detachment and advancing. Wall
cupboards doors, table tops and, in the most
serious cases, very heavy furniture pieces such
as refrigerator, become true loose cannons
ready to sweep everything on their way. As a
mere example, data from the few impact tests
performed so far, show how in an extra luxury
vehicle, built with no budget limits using excellent materials and assembly techniques, a frontal impact at 30 km/h would entail, inside the
cabin, refrigerator detachment and 15 cm forward movement: we can easily imagine what
may happen in an "ordinary" vehicle, perhaps
moving at higher speed. Body and furnishing
must be mutually bound by an indissoluble
common thread: each one must be at each
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a very serious problem. Yet, many newly designed vehicles, especially caravans, feature gas
compartment installed in the left rear corner.
Indeed, motorhome in its purest form, which is
experiencing a large and unstoppable rise in
Europe, is often chosen for its car-like, stainless
steel-printed body featuring standard size, i.e.
the original cab vehicle’s. Reduced rear overhang, moderate height ( 255-280 cm) and

almost non-existent side overhangs are certainly appealing to those who want a car-like vehicle. A steel-sheet made body, whose insulation
is almost exclusively provided by self adhesive
sheaths combined with internal abs or fiberglass
pre-printed coatings, featuring large portholes,
is therefore on average safer in the event of
impact compared to a sandwich panels body? In
all likelihood, yes. For example, let us consider
the most commonly used basic vehicle: Fiat
Ducato, 35 light version with 403,5 cm wheel
base and 2.3 Multijet II 130 hp engine: the chassis-cab, used for its transformation into a recreational vehicle (over cab, low profile) has a tare of
1655 kg. The cab version of this vehicle (used
for transforming it into a motorhome), has a
300 kg lower tare, i.e. 1,355 kg. We can therefore say that Ducato cab body alone, is 300 kg.
How much does the entire body of the same
van version amount to? The answer is 1975 kg,
or 310 kg more than the chassis only. This value
is partly due (about 25 kg), to the high roof top
and is justified, inevitably, by a complete body
made of welded steel sheet consisting of, beside platform, side walls and roof suitably provided with collision pillars. We find four of them
at horizontal level (the lower joining with the
platform, the upper supporting the roof, and
two in the middle), six vertically developed with
three main pillars (front, central, rear fitting with
the door jambs) and three in the middle (two
rear, one front) and six on the roof that, by joining the vertical uprights along the two sides,
constitute the roof rib. Structures that should
not be changed during the vehicle transformation (e.g. during windows installation), but
significatly limit the space available and allow, in
general, building set-ups for two people only.
Where is the solution? Perhaps in motorhome
sector’s capacity to develop effective synergies
with automotive market, drawing a lot from car
manufacturers’ know-how through close and
effective collaboration that fully embodies the
vehicle conception of the future. Supplying
immediately standard passive and active safety
systems available and not leaving the final
customer with the task of requiring indispensable devices. And starting to think, even for the
body, of a supporting skeleton that makes it
safe in case of impact. Getting motorhomes
even closer to cars world and keep the pace
with it, at least up to the next challenges concerning alternative engines and autonomous
driving.

Thetford BV - Nijverheidsweg 29 4870 AD Etten-Leur / The Netherlands
Ph. +31 765042200 - Fax: +31 765042300 - Web: www.thetford.com

Second generation compressor
fridge from Thetford
Launched to great acclaim in 2015 Thetford's T1090 compressor fridge has now re-launched in second generation form. Designed to fit
the contours of the Fiat Ducato/Peugeot Boxer/Citroen Jumper
models this is one fridge that's definitely going places.
Words Terry Owen

ccording to Thetford's RV
Product Manager, Dirk
Valder, the main change is
that there are now two evaporators instead of just one."We now
have a fully isolated freezer compartment, which retains its temperature when the main door of
the fridge is opened. Having two
evaporators in this way means
you save energy - a key consideration for a 12 volt RV compressor fridge." Tests carried out by
Thetford indicate an energy
saving of around 14%.
What's more Thetford has positioned both evaporators within
the foam lining so doing away
with the need for protruding aluminium fins. This makes the unit

A
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easier to clean
and more storage efficient.
Another benefit of the new
design is that
it
produces
less condensate as the freezer compartment
is much better isolated from the main cabinet. Instead of a drip
tray directly underneath the freezer (as previously) a small container at the bottom of
the fridge compartment is all that is needed.
Alternatively condensate can be piped
through the floor to outside.
The new freezer benefits from a spring loaded bottom hinged door. Previously the
door was side hinged. The new arrange-

Contacts:
Dirk Valder - Product manager RV OEM International - dvalder@thetford.eu
Norbert van Noesel - Marketing Manager - nvnoesel@thetford.eu

The new fridge is available now worldwide,
including Australia, where it has recently
been introduced.

ment not only maintains a tight seal it also
means there is no need to change the hinging to match that of the main door.
In response to those customers who like to
position the fridge near the floor rather
than at waist height Thetford has produced
a version with the door handle near the top
of the door.

Background
Thetford has been making fridges since
1997 with its acquisition of Norcold, an
important player in the North American
absorption fridge market. The T1090 marked a change, being Thetford's first compressor fridge developed in Europe.
Aimed at the fast growing camper van market the T1090's unique contour is designed
to match the side of the Ducato van and
that of its stable mates. It has another USP
too and that is its ability to enter a very
quiet, energy saving, night mode. In its
new, second generation, form the fridge
has been further enhanced to keep it right
at the top of its game.

Dirk Valder
Product manager RV OEM International

Technical information
Dimensions incl. depth door (HxWxD)

975 x 418 x 485 mm

Total volume incl. Freezer

90 L

Freezer volume

6.5 L

Door type hinging

The door can easily be converted from left to right

Wheel arch model

No

Energy consumption

0.45 kWh/24h

Energy consumption (Night mode)

0.35 kWh/24h

Net weight

21 Kg

Control panel

LED

Door shape

Flat framed 10 mm
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Filippi Legnami Snc - Via N. Sauro, 2 - 24030 Berbenno (BG) - Italy
Ph. +39 035 861122 - Fax. +39 035 860190 - Web: www.filippilegnami.com

Flat and curved
In a short time the offer of Filippi Legnami has considerably widened, going far beyond the
production of just laminated lightweight panels: the new Cabinet Making Department is
now able to manufacture complete furniture kits, but the production of curved doors has
also started.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

ilippi Legnami’s expansion phase
keeps going on: over the last five
years the innovations have been really many, both in terms of the product range,
and for what the structure and the company organization are concerned. After the
recent birth of the cabinet making department, now is the turn of the production of
curved doors, which require specific machinery and expertise. The first samples of this
new production have already been seen in
Düsseldorf and now the furniture division is
ready to work on several fronts.
"The excellent start of the furniture manufacturing, – explains Francesca Filippi,
export sales and marketing manager of
Filippi Legnami – which was strongly wanted to increasingly widen our range of

F
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action, pushed us to go even further,
coming to offer also the curved panels. The
machining of curved doors is currently the
prerogative of a few companies specialising
only in this field but we have now already
introduced a wide
variety of products; yet for the
production of
curved furniture
it was essential
to find the right
skilled
staff,
expert in this
type of work.
Our furniture division, which already
counted twenty-five

employees, was added with three strategic
technical specialists, among the most competent available on our territory, that are
key positions in dealing with the curved
doors». Filippi Legnami is developing a

Contacts:
Francesca Filippi - francesca@filippilegnami.com

range of drawings and moulds in order to
constitute a basic offer to the RV manufacturers, but certainly the major work will be
done in collaboration with the companies,
dialoguing with architects and designers to
find the right solution to every need.
Filippi Legnami is therefore completing a
phase of strong growth, which, in a short
time, saw the company switch from “just”
the laminating of the panels into a much
wider offer, not only of products but also of
services. The current array of products
includes: laminated plywood panels (in
light poplar or in the increasingly strategic
exotic essences), melamine-faced boards,
digital-printed surfaces (laminates and
melamine films), flat and curved doors, up
to complete kits of furniture. "We have
made some significant investments, – continues Francesca Filippi – buying a new building and top-of-the-line machinery and
hiring the most skilled personnel. In these
days we have strengthened the technical
office of the cabinet making unit with a
new English-speaking manager. He will be a
key person who can establish a direct, efficient communication with our foreign
clients. We are therefore ready for a decisive step in the ultimate refinement of our
service level and in the acquisition of new,
foreign customers, especially in Germany
and the USA, where we will be exhibiting at
the Louisville RVIA Show for the first time
this year”.
A phase of expansion, that of Filippi
Legnami, which is not limited to the sector
of recreational vehicles, with a relentless
research also on other markets: not only in
the furniture industry, where the company
is historically strongly rooted, but also in

Company Profile
ounded almost 50 years ago and
active in the woodworking ever
since, Filippi Legnami firmly fits into
the recreational vehicle industry in
2000, starting a laminating line,
recently doubled, for the supply of
laminated lightweight panels to be
used in the motorhome and caravan
interiors as well as in the mobile
homes around the world. In 2013, the
partnership with the entrepreneur
Giorgio Levoni opens to a new phase
of consolidation and expansion that
sees, among other initiatives, the
launch of a new production line
using the digital printing for the personalized panels decoration. In addition to it, a melamine pressing line
completes the company’s product
range with laminated panels that
combine an innovative tactile experience with high resistance to wear,
abrasion, light and scratches.
At the end of 2016, the relentless
activity of Filippi Legnami R&D delivers VittEr, the new generation compact laminate which is highly customizable in the design and texture, is
scratch resistant and 100% formalde-
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different fields. For example, combining the
top quality standard of the cabinet making
department and the possibilities offered by
the highest precision digital printing, the
production of ping pong tables (table ten-

hyde-free. At the beginning of 2017
a new building is set up exclusively
for the manufacturing of complete
furniture kits; the cabinet making has
then been completed with the introduction of the production of curved
doors and any kind of components,
taking the range of action even broader than ever.
The RV industry is the core business
for Filippi Legnami but their activity
reaches also the design, furniture and
alternative niche markets which
always push them to innovate and
progress with the times.

Giorgio Levoni and Francesca Filippi

nis) has met the requirements of the
Olympic Committees, opening to a new
important market opportunity. In anticipation of the 50th anniversary of the company, the renovation works of the office area
have also been launched: this new space
will feature a showroom where customers
from any nation will feel even more welcome.
“We are working on the whole field, on
several fronts" – concludes Francesca Filippi
– “Our R&D people are carrying out some
tests on the fireproof version of the VittEr,
the new generation compact laminate that
constitutes the spearhead of our production, to maximize its possible applications.
But the most important challenge I think is
to increase productivity by keeping the current staff and pushing our company
towards even higher efficiency levels”.
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CAN S.r.l. - Via Nazionale, 65 - 25080 Puegnago del Garda - Brescia – Italy
Ph. +39 0365 555909 r.a. - Fax: +39 0365 651822 - Web: www.cansrl.com

New sites for conquering
the world’s markets
South Bend’s new US production site reiterates CAN’s desire to have a direct presence in
local markets, exploiting their long-standing experience in Europe, as previously implemented with the opening of a site in China.
Words Giorgio Carpi

here’s a great deal of enthusiasm at
CAN’s headquarters: firstly, due to the
recent opening of a production site in
the USA, in the state of Indiana, and secondly because the company is celebrating its
first ten years in the recreational vehicle sector. As always in such cases, it’s an opportunity to weigh in on the years that have gone
by, analyzing the situation and contemplating
whether or not this choice was a timely one.
Perhaps we aren’t all aware of the fact that
CAN first established itself in the nautical sector, where it readily achieved excellent results,
becoming a benchmark brand; thereafter,
following many years in business, the company decided to attempt expanding in the
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motorhome sector. CAN’s specific line of business, both in the
nautical and RV sectors, focuses
on kitchen cooking hobs, as well
as oven units and sinks. Taking a
glance at CAN’s product line, it
would appear that the switch
from one sector to the
other was a hands
down winner – but
has the challenge
been won at the market
level? We put this question to
Lorenzo Bellini, General Manager of
CAN. “From our very beginnings right
down to the present, our numbers have been

constantly growing:we currently manufacture thousands of units a year
for the motorhome sector,” explains Bellini, “so
we can certainly say we’re
satisfied.However, it doesn’t stop here, and the next
challenge lies in making
significant forays into the US
market, where we’ve opened a local site. We’ve invested a great deal in the recreational vehicle sector, and we’re
now reaping the benefits. Of course, it wasn’t all that simple at the
start, as other well established compa-

Contacts:
General Manager: Lorenzo Bellini - lorenzo.bellini@cansrl.com

nies were already present in this sector, but
several RV manufacturers believed in us. The
real leap of quality occurred three years ago
when we invested heavily
in molds, equipment and
design, with the aim of
creating innovative, quality
products. And it was a success, especially in the van
market
segment,
which has experienced
significant
growth.” Today, CAN is
partnered with almost
major manufacturers in the European
market: the largest supply contracts, with
orders of thousands of units, focus on the
Trigano group’s van sector, although Adria

Company Profile

also prevalently makes use of CAN products
for its vans. No doubt, the model CFC1343
triangular cooking hob is one of the most
popular products in the entire industry. CAN
has invested greatly in glass
cooking tops, robust burners and elegant, innovative designs. With its presence consolidated on the
European scene, the company turned to the great
potential of the US market,
thus giving rise to their overseas expansion plan. An
American subsidiary was founded, CAN Leisure Products US,
with a site in South Bend, Indiana, located
just a few miles from Elkhart, in order to be

AN is the Italian manufacturer of hobs and sinks whose products can be
found off the most exclusive coastlines, and in the heart of the wildest
landscapes. For over 30 years yacht and leisure vehicles manufacturers have
chosen CAN to help realise their kitchen ideas, achieved through close collaboration between the respective designers, with a reliable supply chain and a
high product quality standard that is never broken. Many great brands from
both the nautical and recreational vehicle markets have found CAN to be an
exceptional partner. Authoritative references demonstrate how CAN has, and
continues to be successful in bringing the excellence of Italian design to
appliances within galleys and recreational vehicle kitchens, helping them to
become the most sought after Italian company in the industry, most requested, most popular. With the growth of CAN ever increasing, the objectives of
CAN for the future remain, aiming to serve a market in constant evolution
and expansion. In 2017, CAN has done huge investments in new "moulds” and
machinery giving birth to a new range of innovative products to keep its
appliances always updated to the last customers' needs and tendencies. CAN
Designers and Researchers have worked in close contact to develop brand
new built-in kitchens and innovative cooktops with amazing features.
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strategically situated close to all
the major North American
manufacturers. “The CAN production site in South Bend has
the capability of meeting
significant demand,”
states Lorenzo Bellini,
“and we’ve already
acquired some important orders. Our products are especially
dedicated to vans and
small to medium sized
vehicles, in addition to
fifth-wheels and offroad transformations.
A customer service
line has been established, ' and we’ve created a special e-commerce website, where professionals can choose
and order products. The
Louisville trade fair will
no doubt serve as an
excellent launching pad.”
Actually, CAN has already expanded its scope
outside of Europe: the
site in NINGBO, China,
was established to better serve the South East
Asian market, encompassing Australia and
New Zealand, focusing
on both the RV and
nautical sectors. “Our
intent was not to
create a company in China in order to sell in
Europe, as often occurs,” – continues
Lorenzo Bellini, “but rather a Chinese company capable of serving the local market. A
local market that is actually expanding significantly, since it includes all of South East
Asia. We have clients in China, Japan and
South Korea, as well in New Zealand and
Australia. Our Chinese subsidiary therefore
makes use of Italian technology and processes, but is deeply rooted in its local territory,
as a basis for taking action locally.” CAN’s
marketing actions are all-encompassing,
effectively covering the global scene, and
based on a network of productions sites,
distributors and local service points. All products are
CSA certified, so that they
can be sold in the USA and
just about anywhere in
worldwide. The company
is also currently concluding
its AGA certification process, with a very important product distribution planned for
the near future
Australian
market.
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Project 2000 Srl - Via A.Vivaldi, 40/A - 50041 Calenzano – (FI) – Italy
Tel: +39 055 8825239 - Fax: +39 055 8878086 Web: www.project-2000.it

Smart Room by LCI,
space on demand for Europe
The “Smart Room” by Lippert Components (LCI) gives more space on demand to the
European Caravan Market. Manufacturing and sales on this product have been entrusted
to Project 2000, an LCI company, which over the years has demonstrated its capability and
expertise in developing all types of space-expanding mechanisms.
Words Andrea Cattaneo
roject 2000, a brand name belonging
to the US multinational Lippert
Components, specializes in the production of components for the European recreational vehicle sector, such as extractable steps
(electrical, electronic and manual), LCD TV
bracket mounts and variable height bed lifts;
as of January, Project 2000 will also be directly manufacturing and marketing Slide-Out
systems for the European market under the
name of “SMART ROOM”. Project 2000’s
technical division has industrialized its production process to obtain a standardized product,
providing improvements sought after by
manufacturers who make use of this system in
Europe.
“Our commitment to product research and
development and space optimization inside
RVs in recent years has been implemented in
an increasingly targeted and attentive process,” states Davide Nardini CEO of Project
2000. “Our bed lift systems are a perfect
example of these latest developments, with
the new expansive bed system dedicated to
vans. This system allows for a significantly
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Contacts:
Director & CEO: Davide Nardini - davide@project-2000.it
Director of Sales & Marketing: Ursula Scalia - ursula@project-2000.it

more comfortable bed when required and
frees up space when it isn’t being used, thereby providing users with a much higher level of
living comfort. It is mounted transversely at
the tail end of the camper van, without having
to augment the vehicle’s height and length.
This system confirms the role we’ve taken on
for many years now as developers of innovative products for OEM components. That was
precisely the case for our step systems, followed by the bed lifts, and it will also be the
case for these slide-out systems.”
The angular aluminium profiles are processed
by a 14 axis work center that is highly automated for both loading and unloading operations; cutting, milling and perforating processes are all performed with absolute precision.
“This way, all angular profiles are identical,
and can be easily assembled with a high
degree of precision for all parts comprising
the slide-out system,” says Niccolò Nardini,
Production and IT Manager at Project 2000,
“The motor and screws are now supplied preassembled onto the angular part, and the
mechanism is tested during the assembly
phase. We’ve also introduced a special bracket mount anchoring the motor, facilitating its
assembly and disassembly:
Even the insertion of seals protecting the wall
scrolling guides has been automated, thanks
to a machine specially developed for this pur-

Company Profile

pose. This new machinery allows us to maintain a constantly high quality level, ensuring a
perfect fit and sealing inside the groove profile. In addition, a new packaging system has
been developed that allows for several bracket mounts to be inserted into a single box,
without risking scratches or other damage.”
“Our mission has always been to focus on
ongoing research for solutions that improve
comfort and living levels in recreational vehicles. That’s why I enthusiastically welcomed
the challenge of developing and improving on
a Slide-Out system, in order to render it perfectly suitable to the standards requested by
our demanding customers. Our philosophy is
to make quality products, rendering them as
flexible as possible, so that our customers can
develop innovative ideas for their RV designs,”
adds Davide Nardini, “We firmly believe in the
future of this product, and in the benefits for
end users. I can say this with certainty, since I
myself have been an enthusiastic fan of
recreational vehicles for 22 years now.”
“The lengthy experience of our technicians at
Project 2000, together with our US electronics
division (Lippert Technologies), was no doubt
precious in the development of an ideal product for the European market: lightweight,
reliable, easy to assemble and absolutely functional in every respect,” says Larry Revelino,
Director
of
International
Business

Development at LCI, “The level of interest in
the Slide-Out system for the European market
and its market share continue to grow, so it
was natural for us to start up production in
Italy, in order to meet strict European standards. The market will soon take note that this
is just the first step in the expansion of our
product line, in terms of applications for variable volume spaces.”
The main requirement for the industry is to
increase space, while diminishing the overall
weight of recreational vehicles: two needs
that are difficult to combine, since they aren’t
easily compatible. Indeed, this product allows
for both advantageous options to be exploited, and without any compromises, since the
vehicle’s dimensions can basically be reduced
if its walls become extensible.
“Smart Room - More space on demand caters
to customized space and on-demand; whereas in the USA, where vehicles are significantly
larger, this solution has been adopted for
years now,” states Ursula Scalia, Project 2000
Director of Sales & Marketing – “We’re confident that people in Europe will also quickly
catch on to the benefits of this product.
Project 2000’s sales team is ready to take on
this challenge. I invite you to come visit us at
the trade fair in Stuttgart, Hall 9 Stand 9F24,
so that we can display all the advantages of
this new space concept for the RV sector.”

roject 2000 was founded in 1995 as a sole proprietorship, experiencing constant growth that has led
to a market leadership position in the recreational vehicle sector, for the manufacturing of retractable steps
(electric, electronic and manual), LCD television bracket
mounts and height adjustment solutions for beds. All
metal workmanship processes are carried out in-house,
and all step design prototypes undergo a battery of
operating tests and structural stress tests using equipment and instrumentation that is specifically designed
for this purpose.Project 2000 obtained its Certificate of
Suitability for mass production in 2010. In 2013 the
company initiated a partnership deal with Lippert
Components in the U.S. market, and in 2016 Lippert
Components acquired Project 2000.
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Teleco SpA - Via E.Majorana, 49 - 48022 Lugo (RA) - Italy
Ph: +39 0545 25037 - Fax: +39 0545 32064 - www.telecogroup.com

Teleco, reliability that’s
appreciated by OEMs
Teleco is a leading European manufacturer of terrestrial and
satellite antennas, air conditioners, power generators and multimedia systems. Its products are offered as options in the
catalogues of major European motorhome and caravan manufacturers. ActivSat, the new auto-tracking portable satellite antenna, is a currently
a huge success with the OEM sector.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

or over 40 years, Teleco has been
offering innovative solutions for the
caravanning sector. Teleco designs,
produces and markets a comprehensive
range of devices and equipment for the
reception of both terrestrial and satellite TV
signals. Teleco has its origins in SEL Elettronica,
a company established at the start of the 70’s
which specialised in the production and commercialisation of TV antennas and amplifiers for home
TV systems. Over the years, the wealth of accumulated experience allowed Teleco to widen its product range and meet the needs of two distinct
groups of customers: those requiring a comprehensive range of products for home reception
(both individual and centralised systems) and
those requiring "leisure" solutions (for campers,
caravans, boats etc.). The product range extends
from traditional antennas to a full range of satellite devices such as receivers and manually and
automatically oriented satellite dishes. In the
90’s, to diversify its product range and create a
new line of air conditioners for motorhomes and
caravans, Teleco creates the brand Telair. Telair
conditioners feature rotary compressors that
provide improved efficiency while making the
product even more compact. The gas type is
widely available and complies with European
environmental protection standards. Telair also
offers customers new types of 220/12V generator: petrol, diesel and gas. Featuring a highly
advanced engine, this Telair generator is compact, has very low noise levels and provides
savings of up to 45%. “We have a lean structure at
our main production site in Lugo di Ravenna, including
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Vittorio Simioli
Founding partner of Teleco
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an R&D division consisting of 5 specialized electronics
and mechanical engineers, various assembly departments dedicated to our products: antennas, air conditioners, power generators and satellite navigation
systems,” says Vittorio Simioli, CEO of Teleco SPA. “We
are equipped with a testing area, with a climatic test
room for air conditioners and a section dedicated to quality control, which is an essential and important in-house
phase. A consistent space is attributed to the warehouse. All our products are checked internally in accordance
with very strict processes. On the other hand, the production of components is mostly outsourced to manufacturers who work mainly for us and are highly specialized in their respective fields. Electronic boards, for
instance, are produced by one of our suppliers, making
use of advanced “Pick and Play” technology with enormous production figures. Our strength lies not only in
the quality and reliability of our products, but also in our
flexibility. Production volumes can be adjusted to any
market demand. Over the past year, we recorded a 12%
production increase.” In the RV accessories sector, Teleco
boasts one of the most efficient and widespread service
networks, covering all of Europe. To maintain a high
degree of professional expertise amongst its installers,
Teleco regularly organizes training courses for its products, in order to ensure their proper assembly and servicing. This is precisely the sort of post-sales service that
has allowed Teleco to become one of the most reliable
suppliers in the industry, including with OEMs, where its
presence is noticeable with products appearing in the
catalogues of various European brands, such as
Concorde, Dethleffs, Bürstner, Frankia, Carthago, Laika,
Sun Light, Carado, LMC, Font Vendome, Roller Team,
Hobby and Caravelair. Teleco exports to Germany as
Teleco GMBH and its customers there can count on

Contact:
info@telecogroup.com

expert, direct assistance from local dealers.
Teleco also has a production site in France,
Teleco France, covering an area of 750 sqm,
including offices, a warehouse and service
center, whereas operations in the UK are
entrusted to a professional, well heeled distributor. In France, the post-sales service is
managed directly through the branch office
and local retailers, while in Germany Teleco
relies on Bosch service centers, which are
extremely qualified in servicing electronic
equipment, ensuring a widespread presence
throughout Germany. However, Teleco’s products are exported beyond Europe’s borders,
to New Zealand, where antennas make use of
a similar reception system to Europe. Telair air
conditioners are very popular for their design,
as well as for their technical specifications, in
New Zealand, Australia and Japan, where
interesting markets are being developed. In
Germany and the U.K., the Teleco brand is an
industry favorite among camper and caravan
manufacturers for original installations, with
sales concentrated for the most part in the
OEM sector (75%). In France and Italy, on the
other hand, Teleco sells 80% of its products to

the aftermarket sector, and just 20% to
OEMs. “Satellite antennas are a must-have
option on board campers and caravans.
Anyone who’s travelled across Europe knows
that a satellite is essential in order to receive
broadcasts from one’s country of origin,”
explains Vittorio Simioli, “Many customers
prefer to order a recreational vehicle with a
satellite antenna already mounted on, since
they can benefit from the manufacturer’s warranty and know that the device was properly
installed. We provide OEMs a level of product
customization that allows for easy assembly,
with pre-sized wiring and customized installation kits. Among our OEM customers,
Concorde has opted to place its trust exclusively with Teleco. This makes us especially
proud, since Concorde - a leading manufacturer of premium segment motorhomes - represents a degree of excellence in European
manufacturing. We supply them with our
complete product range: antennas, air conditioners and power generators, along with our
Teleco Hub technology. We have a great deal
of confidence in Teleco Hub, and we were
among the very first to introduce domotics

home automation to the camper sector. With
our system, we can monitor our products
remotely via a Smartphone. Even at a distance, with a storm on the way users can retract
their antenna. Air conditioning systems can
also be controlled remotely. We were also
among the first to adopt the CI-BUS platform,
allowing our products to dialogue with other
control modules. Hobby, for instance, with its
innovative Hobby Connect centralized control
system, has opted for our systems.” Teleco’s
already vast product range has been complemented by the addition of audio-visual devices, such as TVs and navigation systems. This
guarantees full compatibility between different electronic systems, offering the market
products designed especially for use on board
vehicles where the battery voltage is variable
and there are stresses due to movements. TVs
distributed by Teleco, for example, operate at
a voltage of 10 to 15 Volts. The range of GPS
navigation systems, equipped with multimedia audio systems, also include the DAB version, for listening to digital radio, already
widespread in several
European countries.

Activsat: the innovative portable antenna

t the latest edition of the Düsseldorf
Caravan Salon, Teleco presented its new
auto-tracking portable satellite antenna,
ActivSat. This innovative antenna attracted a
great deal of attention not just among the aftermarket crowd, but also as an optional device in
OEM catalogues.
A system designed for users who have reception
issues when parking their motorhome below
tree cover, as well as for van panels, where there
often isn’t enough space on the roof to install a
fixed satellite antenna. ActivSat weighs just 8.5
kg and can easily be stored in the vehicle’s locker
space. Installation is very simple and does not
require any type of additional tool. After opening
the tripod, all that's left to do is fix the dish’s
bracket to the motor incorporated in the tripod
and then connect the coaxial cable to the TV.
Thanks to the automatic tracking system developed by Teleco, the antenna can point the satellite in a matter of seconds either via Bluetooth
using a smartphone, or by pressing the button
on the control unit located inside the camper.
There are two search methods:

A

1. Fast: Limiting the search to only 120°, this
saves 70% of the battery’s energy. In this case
the dish only needs to be pointed South.
2. Normal: The system automatically performs a
360° total search without any human intervention. Whenever ActivSat tracks a
satellite, the elevation is saved in
the system's memory, further
reducing the time necessary in the
next search.
An important feature of Teleco
Activsat is the double anti-theft alarm system: if
a burglar were to cut the motor/coaxial cable,
the antenna immediately emits a very loud acoustic signal and an external light can automatically turn on (optional).
The external satellite unit is closely linked to its
internal control unit via the Serial Number. Each
SN code is registered in the Teleco database. And
if the burglar does manage to steal the external
unit only, he cannot request a spare control unit
without providing the SN of the device and
his/her name. ActivSat integrates Bluetooth for
controlling directly from the smartphone.
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HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA - Rixbecker Str. 75 - 59552 Lippstadt - Germany
Ph. + 49 2941 38-0 - Web: www.hella.com/caravan

Energy management in modern
motorhomes

In early 2017, the lighting and electronics specialist HELLA launched its second generation of intelligent battery sensors (IBS)
specially for the recreational vehicle sector (caravan and motorhomes). HELLA product manager Przemyslaw Draus explains in
an interview why intelligent battery sensors are important and
what the new generation can do.
Words Giorgio Carpi

HELLA is an automotive supplier for
lighting and electronics products. Why
does the company offer specialized products for caravans?
HELLA has always applied its expertise and
tested technologies from the automotive
industry to other areas, intelligent battery
sensors are an excellent example.
More than ten years ago, we
developed the first device for
passenger cars to manage the
electricity flow within vehicles in a
more stable and reliable way. The
same requirement is of course also
important for caravans and motorhomes.
Our developers therefore worked on
enabling this technology for these
types of vehicle. They were successful
and since 2009 the sensor has provided
optimal energy management. Battery mana-
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gement was additionally extended to the
living space of recreational vehicles.
Why is an intelligent battery sensor
important?
Especially for caravans and motorhomes,
expectations regarding comfort are continuously rising. Interior lighting, television,
refrigerator and other electrical appliances
must be reliably supplied at all times.
Add to this ever-higher power consumption due to air conditioning
or stereo systems or
electrically adjustable satellite systems
on the roof as well
as caravan parking
systems. These additional
electrical loads have become a
true test for the battery. Against this back-

Peter Wagner (Sales Leisure Vehicles HELLA)
and Przemyslaw Draus
(Product Management HELLA)

drop, intelligent battery sensors are necessary elements of energy management. Thanks
to the sensor information, the driver will be
able to keep an eye on energy storage and
can recognize and turn off unnecessary energy consumption before the battery has been
harmed due to exhaustive discharge, or
energy supply to electric devices can no longer be secured. Thanks to the data capture,
motorhome rental companies are also able
to determine the cause of battery damage
early.
In early 2017, HELLA launched the
second generation of intelligent battery
sensors. Why?
We further developed our battery sensor
software and hardware due to the ever
higher RV industry expectations. The result: it
is now possible to up the standard capacity.

Contacts:
Global Director Sales RV: Franco Ricchiuto - Franco.Ricchiuto@hella.com

Company Profile

Instead of 250 Ah, the sensor can
now be configured for up to
500 Ah. It is additionally equipped with stateof-the-art technology from the
automotive
industry. It enables users to
determine the charge status and aging of consumer and starter batteries even more precisely. The compact design is a further decisive
advantage.

ELLA is a global, family-owned company, listed on the stock exchange, employing over 38,000 people at more than 125 locations in
some 35 countries. The HELLA Group develops and manufactures products for lighting technology and electronics for the automotive industry
and also has one of the largest retail organizations for automotive parts,
accessories, diagnostics, and services within Europe. With some 7,000 people working in research and development, HELLA is one of the most
important innovation drivers on the market. Furthermore, with sales of
6.6 billion euros in the fiscal year of 2016/2017, the HELLA Group is one of
the top 40 automotive parts suppliers in the world and one of the 100 largest German industrial companies.
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Why is that important?
Very simple: it allows customers to easily
mount the sensor to batteries even in small
spaces, for example underneath the driver’s
seat or in lockers underneath the floor.
However, it is important to note that the sensor cannot simply be retrofitted in existing
systems. The original equipment manufacturer has to do that.

Where exactly do you install the sensor?
The intelligent battery sensor is mounted
directly to the battery's negative pole using a
pole terminal. It is thus directly integrated
into the power circuit. There, the sensor
reliably and accurately measures the key
values of 'Voltage', 'Ampere' and

Technical data: Intelligent Battery Sensor (IBS)
12 V Generation II

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Operating voltage: 6 – 16.5 V
Permanent load current1: ± 200 A
Maximum current²: 2,000 A
Protection class: IP 6K7
Operating current: ≤ 15 mA
Max. battery capacity: 500 Ah
Operating temperature: -40 °C
to +115 °C
► Threaded bolt, ground connection: M6
► Output signal: LIN (2.0) or higher

1

2

Typical condition: Ta ≤ 105 °C; Ub = 14 V
Typical ground cable: 35 mm²
Other load configurations on request.
Approved for maximum 500 ms.

'Temperature' and uses these to calculate the
state of charge (SOC) and battery aging
(SOH). If the starter battery is monitored as
well, the sensor is also capable of calculating
the expected starting ability (SOF) of the
engine.
And what makes it so "intelligent"?
The intelligence is the software algorithms
developed by HELLA that have been established and verified in the automotive field over
many years. Simply put: the measured values
are being continuously fed into our proprietary algorithms in real time. This allows reliable and more exact conclusions on how the
battery will behave under stress and whether
it may become inoperable in the foreseeable
future. Thanks to the ability to adjust the
intelligent battery sensor for various battery
types typically used in the RV segment, it is
possible to achieve extremely good measurement accuracy. All intelligent battery sensors
integrate with HELLA’s tried-and-tested CI
bus interface, which is increasingly becoming
the standard in the RV segment. This communication interface can be used, for example, to convey the battery’s charge status to
the charging system, which, if necessary,
switches on automatically, or adjusts the
charging behavior accordingly. This enables
more efficient and quicker battery charging.
Which customers are already using the
intelligent battery sensor?
The intelligent battery sensor is already in
widespread use in Europe and customers in
the USA increasingly recognize the advantages of optimal battery management. This
was shown by the successful feedback to our
first meetings with American RV customers
and system suppliers. We are looking forward to the upcoming RVIA National RV
Trade Show in Louisville, where we will present in detail our intelligent battery sensor.
Visit HELLA at the RVIA National RV
Trade SHOW in Louisville, Kentucky,
from November 27 - 30, 2017 (Stand
number 833).
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BARTOLACCI DESIGN S.R.L. Via Lisbona , 7/A 50065 Pontassieve (Firenze) - Italy
Ph. +39 055 8345116 - Web: www.bartolaccidesign.it

Luminous transparency
Claudio Paolini and
Andrea Bartolacci

Known and appreciated for its high-quality LED lighting system output,
Bartolacci Design also produces a line of plexiglass furnishing accessories, which create truly unique effects in combination with light sources.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

roduct quality and customisation constitute the single path of Bartolacci
Design’s journey, the output of which
now expands to incorporate plexiglass furnishings: known above all on the European market for its considerable supply of lighting
equipment, such as LED spotlights, the
Florence-based company is extending its offering in the field of plexiglass accessories dedicated to the passenger compartment of recreational vehicles still further. On the market since
2005, Bartolacci Design has always pursued
experimentation with new materials and looks
favourably on the current trend towards customising vehicles with dedicated accessories and
furnishing elements, exclusive and perhaps also
branded with the company logo. Production of
plexiglass elements doesn’t come out of
nowhere – it’s been going on for a few years –
and though today it accounts for little over
10% of the company’s turnover, it’s also true
that the interest from motorhome makers is
increasing, and with it the figures. So there’s a
specific desire to increase this production area,
and new machinery will arrive in the company
in 2018. “We started with LED spotlight production and this remains our main manufacturing segment,” explains Andrea Bartolacci, the
owner of the company that bears his name.

P
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“However, the new plexiglass accessories
lines are bringing us great satisfaction and
are a perfect fit for LED lighting.” The company hasn’t slowed down spotlight production: on the contrary, it continues to supply
hundreds of thousands of items each year to
European manufacturers above all, as well as
clients in Australia and Japan. Plexiglas elements are therefore a promising new direction and are part of that area of experimentation with new materials that Bartolacci
Design has been pursuing for years with its
lighting systems: take chrome spotlights,
today offered in chrome velour in addition to
the glossy and satin finishes. Plexiglass production certainly allows manufacturers to
customise vehicle fittings to the full. The
applications are extremely varied: shelves for
kitchens and bathrooms, containers, kitchen
spice racks, but also larger elements, such as
mirrors, for example. Most of these elements
are integrated with the lighting system,
exploiting plexiglass’s ability to carry light.
This makes possible the play of light and
theatrical effects, which are highly contemporary in European motorhome and caravan
production. The plexiglass element can be
completely illuminated when connected to
an LED light source or light can be made to

Contacts:
Sales Manager: Claudio Paolini - claudio.paolini@bartolaccidesign.it

emerge only at the edge, or there’s the
additional possibility of creating luminous
slits on the surface. It’s possible to use white
or coloured lighting, direct or indirect; it can
be combined with other materials; basically,
there’s a truly great variety of possibilities.
The plexiglass elements are flat or curved,
their finishes smooth or satin. “Thanks to

the use of plexiglass and combination with
LED light sources,” continues Andrea
Bartolacci, “we can create objects of various
kinds, that we can customise in different
ways. We’ve created flat and curved shelves, but also mirror surfaces with laser
etching where light comes out. We even
tried out an illuminated washbasin. We produce dedicated containers for stem glasses,
to insert in the essential showcases of topof-the-range models, but we’ve also created a mobile phone support and we have an
accessory in the catalogue incorporating
key and coin holder, phone support and
USB port. Thanks to our acquired ability in
working with plexiglass and our history of
experience with LED lighting, we can make
everything.”
Bartolacci Design has a range of standard
products, but works above all according to
specific requests from clients, in close contact with the technical and marketing
departments of the various manufacturers.
The client generally submits their request
and provides a sketch or even a CAD
design; Bartolacci Design adapts the
request to the production methods, choosing which type of processing to adopt, also
according to the number of items requested. The slab of plexiglass is cut into shape
via laser, and if required also curved using a

bending machine. There may also be laser
etching on the surface, so as to create text,
designs, or even the manufacturer’s logo.
The methods for extending the plexiglass
offering and production have already been
arranged, while the supply of elements to
companies of the calibre of Rapido, Pilote
and Fleurette is already consolidated. Also
in this particular production area, Bartolacci
confirms a reliability that has already been
put to the test with its lighting systems. “It’s
with a certain pride that I can say that
clients are happy to work with us,” concludes Andrea Bartolacci, “and based on the
reports produced by our clients themselves
in the area of LED spotlight supplies, the
percentage of defective products is minimal
– insignificant, I’d say: we’re talking about
a few items out of hundreds of thousands
of LED spotlights. And as far as deliveries
are concerned, we’re very precise: that’s
not us saying it, it’s our clients. So we’re
ready to take on new challenges: one of
these is precisely the expansion of the plexiglass range.”

Company Profile

artolacci Design was founded in 2005 as a LED lighting
specialist in the recreational
vehicle sector. The company
grew rapidly but progressively:
Andrea Bartolacci, the owner,
focuses greatly on product and
service quality. The LEDs are supplied by leading international
companies and the criteria for
selection are extremely exacting.
“We make the difference between LEDs and LEDs” is the company’s slogan, precisely because of
the great attention that it dedicates to looking for ever more
advanced technologies and quality control systems. Bartolacci
Design lighting systems are fitted on vehicles from the most
important recreational vehicle
manufacturers in Europe today,
including the Rapido, Trigano
VDL, Pilote and Hymer groups. In
2016 the company added, to its
range of spotlights, roof lights,
outside lights and lighting integrated with aluminium, an additional line of plexiglass accessories which, in combination with
the LED lighting, generate original plays of light.
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Interview

FABIO CONTILLO

Design with no fears
We interviewed Fabio Contillo, the daring forniture designer for the new Mobivetta
K-Yacht Tekno Design, one of the most prominent in the current European landscape.

Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

n the vast universe
Trigano group consists
of,
brand
Mobilvetta has increasingly become an icon of excellent
“made in Italy” design. The modern and elegant style of Mobilvetta products has been
acknowledgeg as one of the highest excellence peaks in the European design industry. The
new K-Yacht Tekno Design motorhome is the
top in this stylistic research: not only its interiors are fascinating, but it sets new parameters in motorhome furnishing. Behind this

I
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project we find an Italian designer, Fabio
Contillo, who has been working in Trigano’s
Tuscany-based SEA division for some years
now. Architect specialized in industrial design,
Contillo has perfected his studies at Westlawn
Institute of Marine Technology. He has worked for many years in yachting and sailing
industry as well as in mega-yachts contract
(see Azimuth and Ferretti) and shipbuilding
sector. Six years ago he landed in Elnagh, one
of SEA-Trigano brands, and took care of
King, Magnum and T-Loft project. Two years
ago he started coordinating the group’s high-

end brands, as a Brand Designer for Arca and
Mobilvetta.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Today Mobilvetta products are an unquestionable style model
at European level. After the excellent KYacht Tekno Line presented in 2015, now
you take a further step forward with
Tekno Design line, a name that says it all:
how was the idea born?
Fabio Contillo: Tekno Design project stemmed from the desire to neatly break away,
from classic style and traditional schemes.

The cozy and relaxing atmosphere combined
with proper use of cherry-tree essence, have
made Tekno Line successful, which Tekno
Design derives from. However, we did want
to propose something different, a trendy product for customers who are a-changing and
appreciate clean and minimal Italian design
that finds its highest expression at Milan
International Furniture Show.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Someone thinks that
Tekno Design’s interior is too far-fetched,
almost provocative, in a scenario where
classic furnishings have essentially a prominent role. Is it so?
Fabio Contillo: We are pleased if someone
considers Tekno Design’s furnishing as far-fetched... I believe that today motorhome is a
mature product: models currently on the market, within the same price range, are quite
leveled for characteristics, vehicle, price. Only
design, style can make the difference. With
this new vehicle we want to reach a customer
who is looking for something different, who
wants to identify with a decidedly innovative
product. Of course, I do not mean that we are
about to replace more traditional settings
with modern ones: if you just take a look at
Mobilvetta range you will understand that
there is a variety of supply, a good design
made also of traditional atmospheres.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Has Tekno Design project been developed within the company
or an external support was provided too?
Fabio Contillo: As Style Center Mobilvetta is
run by me along with some collaborators, we
may say that the project is born within the
company. For certain furnishing details we
work in co-design with some external suppliers. I would like to point out that a good
product, as I believe Tekno Design is, is not
born out of the happy pencil of one designer

only. Good design is born out of a good team:
I am involved in design, but someone helps
me with engineering-related issues while
someone else supports me for purchases... I
do not believe in super-designer’s signature, I
do believe in good team work.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the elements
a new vehicle design is based on?
Fabio Contillo: Actually, our project is innovative because it has “exaggerated” some
technologies and studied some furnishings in
detail. Let us think of the nice integration between kitchen and dinette, with kitchen worktop that is not a surface but a volume, a line
that goes from kitchen to dinette and then
descends to form the armrest. I wanted to
rethink entrance-kitchen-dinette block in a
totally different way. Functionality has been
increased: very few vehicles features double
armrest’s uber-comfort in the dinette, kitchen
storage capacity is considerable, kitchen worktop is completely smooth, the wall-mounted
tap is not bulky... I wanted to study the details
and the whole at the same time, because I
wanted them to become as one, a single line
adding functionality. The kitchen floor is
made of acrylic stone, a mold-casted product:
we used an expensive process that requires a
heavy initial investment just for mold creation.
However, by this system we have obtained a
perfectly worktop-fitting sink, and believe
me, this is quite a thing. Besides, the material
is inert, anti-corrosive and anti-mold, easily
cleanable and has a soft-touch feeling, typical of high-end design, latest generation furnishing. And then there is the steel hob, specially created for our design. Even fabrics are
design-made: we used them to create the Vbag, the wall container that you can detach
and use as everyday bag. Although this is not
certainly a plus turning motorhome-owners’
world upside down, it adds a touch of comfort with fashion
style.
Mobilvetta
brand’s “V” inspired
us to create the Vconcept, a motif that
unites the various
passenger compartment’s elements. We
have the “ V” of the
line connecting kitchen worktop and
dinette, but also the
V creating continuity
between wall cupboards and ceilings. All
this is part of my professional
background: the continuity between furniture
and ceiling is typical
of
contemporary
nautical design, as it
is often found on
modern yachts.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Does investing resources in excellent design pay off in terms of
vehicles sales?
Fabio Contillo: I would say definitely yes.
Now Mobilvetta is doing far better than last
year. We must bear in mind that our project’s
success is not only measured in terms of sales.
Although Tekno Design is not the most commonly sold Mobilvetta product, unquestionably it will have a termendous return in terms
of image: an innovative and trendy vehicle
arouses curiosity and increases brand appreciation by the public. We are then always
repaid, either in a direct or indirect manner.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is it possible to create
excellent design having a reduced price
limit for the vehicle?
Fabio Contillo: Of course, it’s not easy, but
we must do it. It is a quite difficult task, but
the market requires it: we need to sell. In the
past I have done it for mid-range products
(Elnagh) now I do it for high-end products.
We must always keep in mind the relationship
between product’s design and price, but
sistematically working we can achieve excellent results.
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Aboutcamp BtoB: "Form follows function" said founding fathers of modern
architecture and related industrial
design. Do you think it still makes sense
that form derives from function or does
the "beautiful form " always dominate
the scene?
Fabio Contillo: With this project I think I've
reached a good compromise between form
and function. These elegant and innovative
lines, that rise and then descend from kitchen
to dinette, come with several functions that
ensure a dramatic improvement compared to
a standard motorhome. Even in the
bathroom, shape is not an end in itself
because it integrates wall mixer and storage compartments, as well as the connection between wall cupboard and ceiling. It is elegant and functional at the
same time because it allows us to develop the best lighting and ventilation
systems.

Aboutcamp
BtoB:
What is the relationship between form
and materials? Are
materials and semifinished products that
have changed or will
change soon, the way
of
conceiving
a
motorhome
furnishing?
Fabio Contillo: The furnishing project for a
motorhome is complex,
especially when we want to propose something new. It is a restless research, which
often involves technologies transfer from one
sector to another. In Tekno Design project, for
example, we have widely exploited the acrylic
stone, an extraordinary material that has allowed us to create new and innovative surfaces
and volumes. If we had used
other materials we should have
carved, thermoformed, worked
in a complicated manner with
not always certain and satisfactory outcomes, or with too
high costs and weights. We
also used aluminum wings with
plexiglass inserts to ensure
lightness, shape stability, resistance, color duration. Material
research is crucial, although
certainly difficult - I do not deny that. It means
that we have to find skilled and reliable suppliers, which are able to fulfill our requests
and work even in limited quantities. It is a
hard team work:
surely I could not
bring this project
forward
alone,
with these materials. I am lucky as
an excellent sales
office supports and
helps me with new
suppliers. And it is
quite difficult to
introduce a new
supplier in a structured company like
SEA-Trigano.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Artificial lighting has
become increasingly important in the
motorhome cockpit: is it really useful?
What Mobilvetta intends to do in this
context?
Fabio Contillo: Mobilvetta has been full-LED
for some years now, which means avoiding
incandescent lamps: interior lighting options
are doubled or even tripled with no battery
stressing. And we can create many more
lightening variants. On Tekno Desing we have
not only punctual lights, but also in line and
continuous row lights - all dimmable. We also
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have a well visible control panel, exactly in
the middle of the cockpit, between kitchen
and dinette, which allows us to choose the
area to be lit by some pre-set configurations:
for example, see the night or TV-watching
solution.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In the future, what will
be the most important changes in
European motorhomes design?
Fabio Contillo: Well, as I do believe that
motorhome is a mature product, then the
challenge is to satisfy the customer’s second
level needs, higher than the basic. Within a
certain price range, any manufacturers can
provide satisfactory responses regarding the
vehicle or electrical systems, then we must
strive to meet other types of customer needs.
We must make sure that customers can iden-

tify with the
product, have
a feeling with
the vehicle motorhome
must be representative of its
owner. It happens also with cars: there are not
only power, performance and consumptions,
but also style that distinguishes one brand
from another.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is there still a true
"made in Italy" design perceived by the
end customer? Or with the advent of
large industrial groups and common platforms for various vehicles, we risk design
globalization?
Fabio Contillo: I think that Italian Design is
still able to dare, to propose something different with sharp impact. Lately I have seen a
widespread tendency to light, neutral
colors… beige and light gray, for example:
this is not Italian Design. In the building industry, manufacturers suggest beige or light
gray tiles as the default choice and the same
often happens with motorhome furnishing:
beige and light gray are cheaper, and, most
important, are not risky shades as they satisfy
almost anyone. But this choice is neither propositional nor characterizing. It may work for
some products but for others it is possible to
go further.

Dimatec Spa - Via Galileo Galilei 7 - 22070 Guanzate (CO) - Italy
Ph: +39 031352771 - Fax: +39 0315277216 - web: www.dimatec.it

Beyond lighting

At late summer industry trade fairs, operators expressed significant interest for
Dimatec’s lighting solutions: brilliant USB integrated spotlights, versatile economic new
perimeter ceiling lights and unique caravan porch lights.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

ith an increased commitment to
the recreational vehicle lighting
sector, Dimatec has invested a
great deal in order to implement its production of vehicle lighting solutions, as well as
significantly perfecting its internal lighting
range, an increasingly strategic factor in defining a modern motorhome living concept.
The range of internal lighting solutions has
recently been expanded, moving almost
exclusively toward diffused lighting designs,
transcending the old point effect of traditional LED lights. Thus, if experience counts for
something, then Dimatec boasts over twenty
years in the RV internal lighting business.
Prototypes were presented at recent trade
fairs, by now ready for production, for passenger compartment ceiling lights. These are
ceiling fixtures featuring an ultra thin design
(about 15 mm), providing decorative perimeter lighting in addition to central lighting. In
essence, they can function in three different
modes: as a primary central lighting source
only, for decorative external lighting only, or
both solutions combined. Moreover, customers can request the same model without
perimeter lighting, perhaps as a cost saving
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measure where it isn’t essential to create an
indirect lighting effect. For instance, a simpler ceiling fixture can be installed in the
living area, and a dual ceiling light in sleeping
area, or vice-versa. This makes for an extremely versatile ceiling lamp. “That’s exactly
right,” confirms Alexander Vohwinkel, Key
Account Manager at Dimatec, “this is a very
versatile product, and the versatility of this
new ceiling lamp is even greater if we consider that it can be manufactured in the customer’s desired shape, at a minimum cost.
Indeed, it is produced using laser cutting
technology, therefore with no extra costs
incurred due to the creation of special molds.
A great variety of shapes can be produced –
there’s no limit to expressing creativity. In
addition, since we employ a simple production process, without using costly molds, we
can take on both large scale production and
limited series. This is certainly advantageous
for smaller vehicle manufacturers, as well as
for major outfitters who want to customize
limited series models.”
At the trade fair in Dusseldorf, Dimatec also
presented another innovative product, one
that is conceptually simple yet currently elici-

ting a great deal of interest for both users
and manufacturers: a USB integrated spotlight. Already in production in 2018 with
customers in Italy and Spain, this product
proved of sure interest, eliciting an immediate positive response by other European
manufacturers. At first glance, it appears to
be an absolutely normal spotlight, but on
closer inspection we note that it features a
USB port at its base. We all know that USB
ports are highly in demand these days, since
even motorhomes and caravans require electronic devices to be charged on a daily basis;
telephones, tablets, photographic cameras,
video cameras, electric flashlights, not to
mention kids’ video games. RV manufacturers have all equipped their vehicles for this
purpose, providing at least one USB port on
board, with related wiring. However,
Dimatec’s new product opens up a whole
new range of possibilities, since it allows for
the quick installation of a USB port without
the need for specific wiring, but simply
making use of the connections of a spotlight.
The advantage in terms of cost savings is
obvious, because manufacturers save on
both the USB port and wiring: no mean feat,

Contact:
Alexander Vohwinkel - vohwinkel@dimatec.it

External lights

he caravan porch is a natural extension of an RV’s internal space, and a highly cherished addition: Dimatec has
continued to perfect its range of outdoor lighting, with
specially dedicated porch light solutions. An innovative new
lamp design has been developed, more compact than the AW5
model already in production, and at a lower cost. At 280 mm in
length, it moves away from the traditional SMD LED technology
to embrace COB technology: the result is reduced energy absorption, but with a higher light output. Shortly, this outdoor
lighting technology will also be introduced on larger sized outdoor lamp models. A modular light prototype was also presen-
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ted, to be mounted under the porch area. This is a linear lighting
design, featuring a triangular section (one side is actually rounded off), consisting of different elements to be combined with
one another. A thin and elongated lamp of the desired dimensions can thus be created, up to a maximum of 6 meters, thanks
to modular modules measuring 0.5 or 1 meter. Assembly is
extremely easy, as the elements combine one with the other
using plugs and are wall mounted with clips. A special sealing
solution is also provided for the electrical contacts. The LEDs
makes for a continuous lighting effect, so that individual bright
spots are not perceived.

especially when the vehicle is outfitted with three or four ports.
These ports can charge electronic devices up to 2.1 A, and are therefore also suitable for tablets. A valid solution for many types of
Dimatec spotlights, which can thus be adapted to a variety of indoor environments. And a useful solution for manufacturers who have
already adopted Dimatec spotlights in their vehicle’s living spaces.

Company Profile
specialist supplier of lighting systems for recreational vehicles, Dimatec S.p.a. has been in business
for over three decades. Officially founded in 1983, the
company’s roots go much further back, considering
that its founder Richard Pirovino began doing business in the sector with his first installations in 1974. In
1989, Dimatec entered the lighting sector manufacturing lamps, and just a few years later launching
Veralux, an exterior 12 Volt fluorescent lamp with 11
Watts of power that soon became a best seller in the
caravanning market. Dimatec operates both in the ori-
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ginal-equipment market and aftermarket, selling its
own products while also acting as a sales agent, bringing together recreational vehicle manufacturers and
component producers, offering a huge gamut of
accessories and spare parts. Dimatec obtained ISO
9001:2000 certification in November 1999, and has
worked tirelessly to enhance its internal production
processes in order to achieve its objectives, while constantly striving to provide better and better customer
service. Earlier this Year Dimatec upgraded its certification to the new ISO 9001:2015 standard
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TECNOMETAL - Via Marche 5/7 - 56025 - Pontedera (PI) - Italy
Ph. +39 0587 292625 - Web: www.stlapro.com

Lending space to new ideas
Founded to back ST.LA. in the manufacturing of bunk ladders and table support structures,
Tecnometal will be allowed to increasingly enhance its identity, thanks to the establishment
of a research and development center designed to operate on several fronts.
Words Giorgio Carpi

ignificant transformations are being sustained
at Tecnometal, transformations that will provide
the company with a renewed impetus, expending its range of action. Together with ST.LA. and
Forma, Tecnometal is one of three entities making up
the Milianti Group, founded in Tuscany over forty
years ago, thanks to the entrepreneurship of founder
Sergio Milianti. The company currently processes aluminium, mainly for the production of two categories
of articles designed for the recreational vehicle sector, i.e. table legs and bunk ladders, reclinable and
bunk beds. And production is expected to expand,
with the addition of new products. “Tecnometal has
taken on a strategic importance within our group,”
explains Paolo Milianti, General Manager of the
Milianti Group, “which is why it will increasingly have
its own specific identity. This is a production facility
that was born about fifteen years ago as parallel
entity to ST.LA., to absorb part of its production in
the processing of aluminium, particularly bunk ladders and table legs. Given the current increased
demand, with numerous requests from our customers, we’ve decided to transfer part of ST.LA.’s pro-
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duction to Tecnometal; this will allow us, for instance, to shift essential processes for manufacturing
telescopic table pedestals. However, what’s even
more significant is that Tecnometal will become a
benchmark for the research and development of new
products.”
Indeed, the true innovation is the birth of the
Tecnometal Design Research Department, a specific
entity of the company dedicated to the research and
development of new products, as well as the evolution of existing products, in terms of design, and the
testing of new materials. Heading this new division is
Riccardo Minuti, a designer of proved experience
who has worked for many years at Piaggio, one of
the industry’s major manufacturers in Tuscany and a
known entity for the production of motorcycles (who
isn’t familiar with the iconic Vespa?). Minuti spent six
years as a designer in the structural division, working
on frames and chassis for scooters, later moving on
to the design department at Piaggio. “I worked for a
great deal of time in the motorcycle sector,” says
Riccardo Minuti, head of Tecnometal’s Design
Research Department, “and now I’ve been recruited

Contact:
stla@stla.it

Company Profile
n Italian manufacturer situated in Tuscany, Tecnometal was founded at
the start of the new millennium as a direct offshoot of ST.LA.: the latter
has been operating since 1975 in the processing of sheet metal, prevalently
for the caravan and camper sector, initially manufacturing accessories and
parts for tents (pickets, anchoring systems), and later supplying a variety of
components to major Italian manufacturers (tables, beds, steps). Today, the
company is partnered with major outfitters in the sector. Together with ST.LA.
and Forma, Tecnometal is part of the Milianti Group, an entity with total
annual revenues of roughly 15 million euros. Tecnometal’s production facilities are equipped with laser cutting machinery, with 2000 sq m of covered
space and 4000 sq m of outdoor handling areas. Current production focuses
on two types of products specifically designed for the RV sector: table supports and bed steps for internal living spaces. Plans are under way to transfer
part of ST.LA.’s production to Tecnometal, with the recent establishment of
the Tecnometal Design Research Department, giving life to a well equipped
research and development center operating in synergy with the group’s other
companies.
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by Tecnometal to face a new challenge. I
liked the idea, and I’m convinced there are
concrete possibilities for development. My
job is to find new solutions in motorhome
furnishings, while optimizing existing products. I believe my accumulated experience
in the automotive sector will prove very useful. The recreational vehicle sector is continuously evolving: much has changed and
there’s still much to change. We’ll be able
to develop new products with innovative
mechanisms, whereas for some consolidated solutions we’ll need to focus on design
aspects, details and materials, creating
more functional, lighter and improved products from an aesthetic standpoint.”
Tecnometal can count on a well conceived
production facility, with 2000 square meters

of covered space integrated by a significant
external area, including ample handling
spaces for trucks. In 2016, the traditional
cutting and bending machines for aluminium machining were flanked by a laser
cutting unit. Currently, production is focused on steps beds and cantilever supports
for tables. However, the new research center will also be tasked with improving sleeping comfort, so the company will thus
focus on bed designs, in an effort to improve ergonomics while reducing weight specifications and maintaining structural
strength. Tecnometal’s Design Research
Department will be equipped with a 3D
printing machine, providing greater speed
in the creation of prototypes and fast modifications for specific customer requests.

Riccardo Minuti

Thanks to ST.LA.’s wealth of know-how and
expertise, Tecnometal is already more than
capable of elaborating new designs and
creating prototypes in short time frames, in
accordance with client needs.
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OFOLux s.r.l. - Via Campo di Maggio, 17 - 21020 Brunello (VA) - Italy
Ph. +39 0332.458082 - www.ofolux.it

Expanding to meet
the market’s demands

Developments on all fronts for OFOLux, whose Italian production
site’s warehouse space has doubled, acquiring new automated
machinery, as well as augmenting its workforce at the three production facilities distributed around the globe.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

n the strength on their results achieved in the RV sector and generally
speaking in the automotive sector,
OFOLux has undertaken an improvement
process for the implementation of its corporate and managerial structure, as well as the
organization of its human resources and production processes. Firstly, the production site
situated in Brunello, in northern Italy, has
been expanded, with a new 750 square
meter warehouse facility. The old storage
facility will be maintained (around 800 sq m)
and used solely for electronic components,
whereas the new wing now stores extruded
aluminium and plastic parts, plastic molds
and various other components.
“We’ve doubled our warehouse space,”
explains Cristina Oblatore, part owner of
OFOLux together with brother Luca, “desi-
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Luca and Cristina Oblatore
OFOLux owners

gnating a much larger area to extruded aluminium parts. This move had by now become necessary, since the internal vehicle
lighting sector has changed in recent years,
and our customer base is increasingly
demanding linear and customized lighting
solutions. No longer simple individual
lighting, such as spotlights and ceiling
lights, but evolving to light strips hidden
behind cabinets and wall units: a type of
lighting that requires the use of extruded
aluminium and other specific semi-finished
products that we’ve set up in the new
warehouse facility. In the meantime, we’re
still highly focused on our production of
spotlights, which is experiencing a high
demand: in essence, there’s an increasing
need for lighting in motorhomes, and at
OFOLux we’re striving to do our best to

meet the market’s demands.”
The various LED modules produced by
OFOLux are all designed in-house at the
Brunello production site: indeed, the company’s design division creates the various
lighting systems, alongside the research and
development department. LED components
are provided by large scale Asian suppliers,
and then assembled based on OFOLux
design criteria. A significant point is that all
OFOLux lighting products are approved for
the automotive sector: with a wealth of
experience supplying bus and ambulance
manufacturers, OFOLux is accustomed to
very high quality and safety standards. Very
often the materials and components used
for motorhomes are the same as those
mounted onto buses and ambulances, thereby benefitting not just overall quality, but

Contacts:
info@ofolux.it

Minimum thickness
mong the various products presented at the latest edition of
the Caravan Salon in Dusseldorf, a new thinly designed spotlight attracted a great deal of attention. Not a wholly recessed
spotlight, but one that protrudes only minimally, providing advantages both from an aesthetic standpoint and in terms of easy instal-
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also reliability. OFOLux holds certification for the electromagnetic compatibility of electronic components, as well as approval
for the fire resistance of plastic materials. Concerning its warehouse facility, the management of logistics has also been enhanced, through the adoption of barcodes.
“Improvements have also been brought in terms of our production processes,” adds Cristina Oblatore, “particularly through the
acquisition of two new machineries for automated aluminium
processing, including a double blade cutting machine. These are
significant changes, aimed at optimizing our production and
logistics in view of the market’s greater and increasingly diversified demands. We’re also pursuing the ISO TS 16949 certification process, a specific regulatory standard for the automotive
sector that goes beyond ISO 9001, and doesn’t just concern
systems in general, but also includes process and product quality. Therefore an improvement on all fronts, also regarding our
personnel, which has grown recently to around fifty people working at the three OFOLux production sites, in Italy, Tunisia and
Mexico.”

lation. The base is secured by two small screws, and the frame is
magnetic. This new spot provides a diffused light effect, without
any highlighted points. The frame can be customized at will, for a
chrome, satin, silver or even colored finish. An elegant, attractive
looking lighting solution that allows for simple and easy assembly.

Company profile
fficially established in 2001, OFOLux was founded on
the experience of OFO snc, instituted in 1974 by the
father and uncle of the current owners, specialized in the
production of accessories for buses. Today, Luca and
Cristina Oblatore manage a company that makes the most
of the skills and expertise acquired in the automotive sector, providing interior lighting solutions for vehicles: not
just lamps and spotlights, but complete lighting systems
for minibuses, buses and fully rigged coaches, as well as
commercial vehicles transformed, for instance, into ambulances. In the RV sector, OFOLux supplies nearly all Italian
motorhome manufacturers, as well as European and international manufacturers. Standard production is flanked by
models specifically developed to customer specifications:
OFOLux provides customized modifications to systems,
through flexible production processes, and thanks in great
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part to its state-of-the-art internal design department.
OFOLux employs around fifty people overall across its
three production sites: the company’s main production site
is located in Italy, in Brunello in the province of Varese, and
a facility was opened in 2009 in Tunisia, in a district boasting a pre-existing well established electronics sector.
Since 2015, OFOLux has also established itself on the
American continent, with a production site in Mexico, in
order to maintain a direct presence for its bus and coach
customers in Central and South America. OFOLux has a
worldwide customer base in the bus sector, whereas its
activities in the RV sector are currently focused in Europe,
Australia and Japan. OFOLux holds ISO 9001:2008 certification, and has obtained ISO 14001:2004 environmental certification, in addition to ISO TS 16949 quality certification
for the automotive sector.
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Present and future on stage
Still poorly tested, innovative techniques and housing solutions are being introduced in
the industry, with major novelties occurring in vans segment.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

he 2017 Caravan Salon edition has faithfully mirrored the German market situation, with huge offer and top sales. There is
room for all: motorhomes now dominate the
scene, but caravans are given much importance as well. Motorhome-vans are enjoying a
happy time but also the proposals in the
motorhome segment are increasing. New vehicles are appearing on the market and new
construction techniques are being introduced,
to habitability and weight reduction’s benefit.
And there is also someone who’s looking forward, making assumptions about what the
recreational vehicles world would be within a
few years.We have summarised the main themes that emerged at the Caravan Salon, which
will most likely become the guidelines for 2018
and even 2019 production. We also offer a
focus on some vehicles, which, in our opinion,
are most noteworthy, not because they will be
successfully profitable, but because they
launch innovative ideas, new logical schemes
that it is good to keep in mind.
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Guidelines
• Lightness

Many people are working on it, as for motorhomes now the goal is
to remain within the 3500 kg provided by normal driving licenses.
As to caravans, they are experimenting new ways to adapt them to
vehicles with reduced towable mass - see some hybrid cars.
Someone simply reduces the size, others work on materials as well
as on structures with more resistant shapes. Let us mention a few
examples: Hymer Exsis, Carthago C-compactline, Knaus Travelino,
Dethleffs Coco.

• Future tests

Major groups are trying to outline future scenarios. Whoever has
the strength to do so, tries out any possible solutions. Erwin Hymer
Group is ahead of other manufacturers: not only it is testing a selfdriven motorhome, but has even proposed a vehicle with electric
motor and solar energy-powered cell. And all favorably look on
domotics and total connectivity: motorhome travels on the Internet.

• Slide out

New and interesting scenarios are opening up. Slide-out walls are
no longer aimed at large motorhomes only, but can become an
interesting item also for average-sized vans, caravans and motorhomes, such as Lunar Xtrend, Clever Tour 540 slide, Lippert
Components Smart Caravan.

• Van: Low profiles alternatives

More manageable, faster, more reliable: will vans be an alternative
to 6-7 meters low-profiles? It seems so, given many vans’ uber high
roof (280-300 cm and more) and high length (636 cm Ducato, 684
cm Crafter).

• New vehicles

Although market is still dominated by Fiat Ducato, new proposals
are being introduced, such as the renewed Volkswagen Crafter and
Citroen Jumper. They are testing also 4x4 vehicles, especially for
these van: Ducato, Jumper, Transit, Crafter and Sprinter.

Volkswagen Crafter
t the Caravan Salon we saw even the
first motorhomes models based on the
new Volkswagen Crafter, which has been
on the market only for a few months and
whose range is still to be completed. The
question is: will Volkswagen succeed in joining a Fiat-dominated sector? Will it be able
to stand out with a larger size vehicle compared to the well-known Transporter? The
new Crafter is proposed with front, rear
and integral wheel drive, is available both as
a van and a chassis cab, with a total mass of
3500/4000 kg or 5000/5500 kg. At the
moment, we have only seen some staging
of the van, in addition to the concept
California XXL introduced by Volkswagen
itself. However, the fact that a giant such as
Knaus-Tabbert has favorably considered this
new vehicle has to mean something...
Unfortunately, the van features a remarkable limit: although only slightly, vehicle
width is insufficient to create an adequately
long bed placed transversely to travel direction. The solutions implemented by manufacturers are many. Some skip the problem
by creating longitudinal, instead of transversal, beds perhaps opting for 684 cmsized van - see Knaus on new Boxdrive
680ME or Reisemobil Manufaktur on
Individual with pull-down rear bed. Some
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others, working on 6 mt Crafter, creates a
small side protrusion at bed height, without
obviously exceed the body shape. Knaus
does it on Saint&Sinner. Actually, also

Westphalia does it on its new Sven Hedin,
but in this case protrusion is not fixed, but
removable on stops for not penalizing aerodynamics.
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Volkswagen California XXL
hen a giant car manufacturer such as
Volkswagen comes into action with a
new proposal, motorhome sector and insiders’ interest (and not only public’s) is always
aroused. Actually, Volkswagen has always
had a strong interest in maintaining its own
line of recreational vehicles, relying on resources definitely superior compared to motorhomes manufacturers’. Besides, the new proposal is not a mere copy of the well-known
California Transporter, but a brand new vehicle implemented starting from Crafter van:
California XXL. The vehicle on-show at
Dusseldorf Salon was a concept, but might
also get from prototype to mass production,
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perhaps by eliminating a few risky solutions.
The reasons why Volkswagen has invested
resources in this project are many: surely it is
a vehicle-image useful to launch the new
Crafter. However, it also transpires the will to
overcome the small California limits by stating it clear that a 6 meters van can be a
sound alternative to traditional motohomes.
California XXL keeps the name of the younger brother, but XXL means that size is greater and vehicle is conceptually very different.
The van features a high roof top that allows
you to naturally stand and a bed in a neat
alcove; but we find also a fixed rear bed (not
a sofa bed) and an actual bathroom. Basically,

it is a real motorhome. The rear double bed
folds away to create a corridor before the kitchen while bathroom is retractable, i.e. it is
retracted only if necessary thus occupying the
central area of passenger compartment. The
kitchen block is equipped with two electric
stoves that may be retracted thus extending
the work plan. The fully glazed roof and lightcolored furnishings make the room very
bright. Based on Crafter van’s 4MATIC version, California XXL is actually longer than
the basic vehicle: 623 cm instead of 598 cm,
and this is because passenger compartment’
rear zone protrudes at the top beyond the
bumper line.

Hymer DuoCar
t first glance it does not seem an innovative vehicle: DuoCar is
definitely nice and very well made but it does not seem to offer
futuristic solutions as one would expect from a concept. Actually,
the reasons that make this vehicle interesting are many. First, if a
giant of the world caravan industry like Erwin Hymer Group is investing resources to create a van concept, it is because it believes that
this market segment may further develop. In addition, the group is
straightforwardly oriented toward the high-end range: Mercedes
vehicle and excellent interior design by Tecnoform. High-end van is
a niche market where big manufacturers today are virtually missing
and growth is possible.
Finally, the Erwin Hymer
Group makes a clear choice:
DuoCar is a van for two people only, then it shuns already seen solutions which
mostly propose four travellunch seats and three-four
beds. Housing scheme is simple: two seats in the cab,
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bathroom in the rear part, a large kitchen and an equally large sofa
(decidedly more comfortable than dinette sofas) in the middle,
which in a few seconds turns into a queen-size double bed.

Knaus Deseo
ast year Knaus launched Travelino caravan, the first vehicle built with the new
construction technique this manufacturer
has invested a lot of money in. Now we
introduce the second product based on this
technique: Deseo caravan. Although it
draws its name and, in part, the general
layout from a previous model, it looks like a
totally new and innovative vehicle. Deseo is
much heavier than Travelino (1500 total kg
vs 750 kg), not only for the larger size, but
also because it does not adopt a custom
chassis and lightweight furnishing.
Construction technique, however, is the
same: a modular system based on a selfsupporting chassis structure (exposed, gelcoat-finished) consisting of large, fiber-reinforced resin elements. Housing cell is completed by applying roof panels, walls and
floor to the chassis. Gluing process is implemented using cold welding WoodWelding
system. It is obvious that Knaus Tabbert
group is willing to test this technique on
new limited-edition vehicles, so that it can
be subsequently extended to mass production with no risk. Anyhow, new Deseo is
worth noting for it appealing exterior
design, excellent both day and night, as a
bright line emphasizes part of the exposed
chassis. Intended as a multipurpose vehicle,
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Deseo is designed to accommodate
one/two motorcycles or other sports equipment, as it has no stability problems thanks
to double axle. The loading area is remarkable because kitchen and bathroom are
both located in the front part, longitudinal
sofas are rested against the walls and the

fixed bed is of pull-down type and disappears into the roof plane. Besides, the loading
area is accessible thanks to an upward-opening tailgate, thus creating a pleasant exterior-interior relationship and providing an
extension of the living area thanks to a special veranda.

Drop-down bed
rop-down bed has not exhausted its innovative charge: indeed,
manufacturers always test new solutions. We see, for example,
twin and bunk beds, but perhaps the real challenge is to remodel the
passenger compartment by exploiting the rear drop-down bed.
Although not exactly innovative, this soultion may be further explored. After implementing it on Brevio and other more recent models,
Burstner has also introduced it on a van, CityCar 601. After all,
Burstner itself has been producing some models of caravans equipped with drop-down bed for several years now. And now even
Hobby has presented a caravan with drop-down bed in the De Luxe
top range.

D
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Dethleffs Coco
ight caravans? It is not
a novelty, notable
examples already exist.
This is why Dethleffs wanted to go beyond the simple goal of creating a
caravan with a reduced
mass. With the prototype
Coco, which would be
mass produced toward the end of 2018, the German manufacturer
claims that to be appreciated by the European market, lightness
cannot be separated from design, style, or better, from lifestyle con-
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Slide out

cept. Coco is a light but certainly not spartan vehicle: it is cozy, elegant, even trendy. The version seen at the Caravan Salon had an
unladen mass of only 638 kg, 425 cm length and a width of 215
cm. Beside achieving an extremely reduced weight, designers had
the aim to create a caravan with innovative design. The two things
are related: the structure has been optimized, chassis, floor and
walls mutually interact, and the concept of structural resistance
generated by curved elements and custom-made ribs is fully exploited. Large planar elements have been partially abandoned, front
end is rounded and connections between sides and rear wall are
greatly rounded as well. In a nutshell, Coco’s curves are nice to look
at and give strength to the structure. Custom-created sun awning
not only covers the right side, but extends uninterrupted along the
rear wall: 25 mq veranda is available as a whole. Noteworthy are
three panoramic portholes that allow a remarkable brightness inside. In the presented version’s cockpit we find a large and cozy sofa,
transformable into a bed for three people, while on the front a
small table with two chairs can be used for breakfast or fast meals.

ntil recent times, many thought that sliding walls would always be
a fun peculiarity, aimed at American market or a few megaGerman motorhomes at most. After what we saw at the Caravan
Salon, however, many will surely change their mind: of course, slide
out is not yet widespread, but it could become a real thing on the
European market. And we are not only talking about extra-large 1012 meters motorhomes, where slide out is almost the rule, but more
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tion of a demo vehicle, a caravan equipped with four slides out added
with a trendy interior realized by Tecnoform. It is true, these vehicles are
still prototypes or limited series models, but they undeniably show that
a door has been opened, a path has been traced. We will see what
happens in the future.

widespread products, of standard size for Europe. Types widely vary:
we need only think that even vans with slide out were presented, small
sized vehicles that just thanks to removable walls can increase their
inner space. At Caravan Salon we have seen the Clever Tour 540 Slide,
with a length lower than 5 meters and a half and with removable rear
wall. We can mention even Lunar Xtrend, with removable wall embedded in the rear wing doors. The supremacy of the American Lippert
Components in this field has been demonstrated by the implementa-
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Trigano: family low profiles

ust like every year, the French manufacturer Trigano VDL proposes something new,
and this is not a minor issue as we are talking
about mid-priced models, certainly not highend motorhomes. This year Trigano proposes
low profiles for families. Honestly, there are
very few European low profiles really comfortable for a family of 4. The classic solution of
the fixed rear night zone and front area
where living and pull-down bed coexist
shows its limits when 4 people are permanently on board. With its two twin brands
Challenger and Chausson, Trigano VDL tries
to overcome these limitations. Totally brandnew models, Challenger 396 and Chausson
716 feature a rear night zone dedicated to
children, with a pull-down bunk superimpo-
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sed on a two-seat dinette. We have three
possible solutions: if the bed is on the ceiling
dinette is fully exploited, with the bed lowered halfway you can use the dinette and, at
the same time, a bedside, while when the
bed is completely pulled down you cannot
use the dinette but you have two beds. The
highest living flexibility is facilitated by the
bed electric movement and by the pull-down
table. A cabinet is placed behind the dinette;
underneath we have a garage suitable for
housing a couple of bicycles. Challenger 391
and the Chausson 711 are instead derived
from models presented last year, but thanks
to a half one meter extension, now they are
equipped with a garage for bicycles. The
front area is characterized by 4 car travel

seats and the rear zone by a large U-shaped
sofa. Two pull-down beds gracefully
descend, if needed, in the front and rear
zone. Both vehicles’ length is close to 7 and
a half meters.

Possl Summit 600 Plus
t is no secret that German Possl knows
how to build great motorhome vans.
Proof of this is the new Summit 600 Plus, a
vehicle that thanks to small, apparently trivial
tricks, interestingly differs from traditional 6
meters vans. The chief idea involves eliminating the closet, or better, placing it under the
bed, and not in the middle of the room (in
order not to reduce the loading compartment), but close to the wall. To access it you
will only need to remove a portion of the
mattress and lift the clothes rail. The room
thus obtained is partially used to enlarge the
bathroom, where you can create a quite spacious shower cabin thanks to the ultra-tested
rotating-wall solution, which the sink is attached to.
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CSD 2017: a thrilling edition
CARAVAN SALON DÜSSELDORF 2017 drew to a close as the most visited event in its history
impressively underscoring its leading position as the world’s biggest trade fair for motorhomes and caravans.
ith extremely satisfied exhibitors
and more than 232,000 visitors
(2016:
203,500)
CARAVAN
SALON has far exceeded our expectations
and we are excited to have reached another
all-time high in visitor attendance this year.
Mobile holiday-making continues to boom.
Düsseldorf is the only place where visitors
find a complete market overview, the new
launches and innovations for the season as
well as a great programme of side events
with activities for the whole family,” says
Joachim Schäfer, Managing Director at
Messe Düsseldorf GmbH, summing up and
adding that the high proportion of first-time
visitors at 35 percent was also very noticea-
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ble. Many of these newcomers have visited
the special show “StarterWelt“ with the stated aim of obtaining general information or
expert advice on individual topics. “This year
almost 60% of visitors came with concrete
intentions to buy. The attendance at CARAVAN SALON evidences the high standing
enjoyed by caravanning as a form of holidaymaking in our society,” Schäfer went on to
explain. Furthermore, trade visitors from all
over world (this year a strikingly high number
of delegations from the United States,
Australian and the Asian region were present) confirm the extraordinary international
position of CARAVAN SALON.
In excess of 600 national and international

Martin Brandt, Chairman of the Board
at Erwin Hymer Group, looks back on
the biggest CARAVAN SALON in terms
of size in its history with utmost satisfaction: “We are happy with the high
number of visitors and can state once
again that caravanning is indeed trendy. We can look back on successful days
with a trade fair that serves the entire
industry as an annual indicator for
market trends. The Erwin Hymer Group, Europe’s biggest
manufacturer of motor homes and caravans, once again
follows on from the success figures of past fiscal years
posting record results across all brands. We are particularly happy about the many first-time customers who have
boosted our numbers in the entry-level segment for both
caravans and camper vans. I am confident that we can
carry over the Caravan Salon spirit and its enthusiasm to
the autumn business in 2017.”
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exhibitors in total presented their innovations
and current models in for the first time 13
halls as well as on the outdoor fair grounds.
On over 214,000 square metres some 2,100
recreational vehicles were on show – plus
accessories, technical equipment, attachments, awnings, motorhomes, campsites,
motor parks, as well as travel destinations.
The majority of exhibitors at CARAVAN
SALON therefore voiced their satisfaction
and reported posting very good sales

The 57th CARAVAN SALON DÜSSELDORF
will be held from 24 August (trade visitor
and media day) to 2 September 2018.

Focus on

CARAVAN SALON DÜSSELDORF

Hermann
Pfaff,
President
of
the
Caravanning Industry Association, was also
delighted with the way the CARAVAN
SALON had gone: “The interest in caravanning continues to be very high and has even
increased against the previous year – this is
also reflected by the repeated rise in visitor
numbers. We look back on the biggest and
most visited CARAVAN SALON of all times.
This edition has underpinned the event’s
position as the world’s No.1 trade fair once again.” The CIVD
President paid big compliments to the manufacturers for their
innovative products and representative stands. “The excellent
sales figures reflect the good current market situation,” said
Pfaff adding that the exuberant mood among manufacturers,
dealers and customers lead them to expect the industry to also
benefit from the current caravanning boom over the next few
months.

“We are currently experiencing a booming
market and this year’s CARAVAN SALON is a
brilliant start to the coming season.
However, we also see that innovation pays
off. Our customers have become more
demanding –rewarding our aspiration to
spearhead technology in the caravanning
sectors,” said Gerd Adamietzki, Sales and
Marketing Manager at Knaus Tabbert
GmbH. “This trade fair proved more than
successful to us. Our dealers are extremely pleased. Customers
are ready to spend, our innovative products set trends and the
trade fair provides the best framework conditions for good
sales. This was also confirmed by the positive growth rates that
yet again clearly exceeded last year’s outstanding results,”
added Wolfgang Speck, Chairman of the Board at Knaus
Tabbert.

Holger Schulz, General Manager at HobbyWohnwagenwerk Ing. Harald Striewski
GmbH, also rejoiced at new record sales:
“We are thrilled with the incredible
demand. Our deals concluded at the trade
fair beat the already very good results last
year. Add to this the many orders taken at
the dealer sites all over Germany that we
can directly assign to the consulting here at
the trade fair in Düsseldorf. We feel that
more and more younger people and young families are taking
an interest in caravanning as a form of holiday-making opting
for the relevant Hobby models such as caravans with children’s
bunk beds. We are also more than satisfied with the results
obtained with our motorhomes and camper vans and have
found that high-quality design as well as good finish combined
with a good dealer service rank high with our clientele.”

“The TV campaign initiated by the
Caravanning Industry Association has massively contributed to bringing many new,
younger buyers to Düsseldorf. To my mind it
is positive to register such an extremely high
percentage of first-time visitors yet again.
The sales in the premium segment for our
brand Eura Mobil have risen just as strongly
as for our entry-price brand Forster. We can
draw very positive conclusions,” explained
Dr. Holger Siebert, General Manager at Eura
Mobil GmbH, and added that the imported vehicles of TriganoHaus also posted substantial increases – especially with such
brands as Challenger and Mobilvetta.

Bernd Wuschack, Sales, Marketing and
Service Manager at Carthago, said:
“Caravan Salon 2017 was a resounding
success for our brands Carthago and
Malibu! We came to Düsseldorf with
optimism and our expectations were still
far exceeded. Compared to the previous
record year we managed to markedly
increase sales figures yet again. Now our
dealer partners are hoping for a successful trade fair follow-up business.”
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In addition to the usual Hall 13 a second
exhibition area for the technical equipment
and accessories providers was created in
Hall 5 in response to popular demand.
Jürgen Vöhringer, Managing Partner of
Vöhringer GmbH & Co. KG, summed it up:
“CARAVAN SALON is also the most important meeting of the year for suppliers. The
trade fair was a success across the board.
We have learnt that customers want increasingly better equipped recreational vehicles that offer greater
ease of use and more comfort. This has a very positive impact
on suppliers’ order books. The increasing connectivity of vehicles remains a dominating theme. Just as important will be
lightweight construction. Here innovative new products will
have to be developed.” The extension of the technical accessories segment, he felt, was a first step that had been received
extremely well in the sector. Many enterprises that had been
on the waiting list until now were able to participate for the
first time, he said, and had been enthusiastic about the audience and the atmosphere as a whole.

